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BLOCK 4 INTRODUCTION

This block is devoted to the issues of social stratification. Considered here are

the concepts of ethnicity, class and caste. Although each of these refers to a

distinct aspect of social reality, these three may overlap as well.

For ethnicity, two readings have been chosen. The first is by Fredrik Barth, a

Norwegian scholar, who conducted his fieldwork in Swat from February to

November 1954. His doctoral dissertation, based on this work, was later published

as a monograph. His focus in this work is on the study of politics in a context

that may be called ‘acephalous’ (or the ‘zone of anarchy’); or in Barth’s words, a

‘land of freedom and rebellion.’ In this case, the contest among people is mainly

for arable land. For Barth, leadership is the basis of politics; thus, for him, the

crucial components are: the leaders, the followers, and the alliances between

them. Order in the society emerges from the strategic patterns of interaction. An

important aspect of the Swat society is the presence of a great variety of Saints,

ranging from recluses to minor landowners to headmen and rulers of villagers.

The saints, having reputation for holiness and piety, act as mediators.

The second ethnography is by Abner Cohen, who conducted his fieldwork among

the Hausa migrants, a people of the Yoruba area, in the 1960s. At that time, it

was the western region of the Federation of Nigeria. What united these people

was the fact that they shared a set of ethnic characteristics, because of which

they had unity and solidarity. For finding a foothold in the new urban situation,

people used the elements of their traditional power. This book was regarded as a

landmark in urban anthropology and it used a comparative framework for studying

political processes in African societies.

Under the heading of class, the first is Andre Beteille’s work which is on the

changing aspects of social stratification in a village called Sripuram. The second

work by Karin Kapadia, drawing upon the works of James Scott and Gilian

Hart, examines the changing relations between caste, class, and gender in Aruloor,

a village in Trichy district of Tamil Nadu. She argues that the ex-untouchable

groups in rural Tamil Nadu have constructed a distinct social and cultural identity

which stands in sharp contrast to values of the Brahmins. Women do not have

universality in their experiences; rather, the gender identities are tied up with

caste and class.

The final section comprises readings on caste. In the first, F.G. Bailey describes

the situation from a village in Orissa, where its link with the outside world brought

about significant changes. The second work is Jan Breman’s study concerned

with the hali system of bonded labour characterising the relations between the

Anavil Brahmin landlords and Dubla agricultural labour caste in Gujarat, as

they were in the past and as they have evolved during the recent period. It also

tells us that as the hali system provided security against starvation, the local

people rarely raised protest against it.
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UNIT 1 ETHNICITY
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1.6.4 Conclusion
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1.8 Summary
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Suggested Reading

Sample Questions

Learning Objectives

After reading this unit, you will learn about:

Ø political system and leadership in a tribal society;

Ø the concepts of ethnicity and ethnic groups; and

Ø the role of customs in managing conflicts.

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Ethnicity refers to cultural differences among population groups, usually based

on attributes such as language, religion, ideas about common descent, attachment

to a specific territory, etc. The groups arising out of ethnicity are described as

ethnic groups. Ethnogenesis refers to the emergence of a new ethnic group. Since

the emergence of humans thousands of ethnic groups have emerged all over the

world. This process is still going on. Ethnic groups have varied in size throughout

human history. Usually dominant ethnic groups force smaller ethnic groups to

abandon their culture, a process called ethnocide. Because the members of such

a group share same descent and marry within, it is obvious that they share the

same bio-genetic substances; that is why in the concept of ethnicity, an attempt

is made to bring the biological and cultural concepts together. Because of this,

the concept of ethnic group has been of use both in physical and social anthropology.

&
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Social Stratification In this unit, we are going to discuss two major ethnographic works conducted by

two eminent anthropologists in two distinct cultural regions. The first monograph

Political Leadership Among Swat Pathans by Fredrick Barth was published in

1959. Fieldwork for this study was conducted in North West Frontier of Pakistan

during early 1950’s. The second monograph Custom and Politics in Urban Africa:

A Study of Hausa Migrants in Yoruba Towns was published in 1969. Abner Cohen,

the author of this book, conducted intensive fieldwork in the southern part of

Nigeria during 1962 – 1963. He studied the Hausa migrants from the northern

part of the country.

1.2 THEORETICAL PART OF WHICH THE

ETHNOGRAPHY Political Leadership Among

Swat Pathans IS AN EXAMPLE

In the monograph on Swat Pathans, Barth gives a descriptive analysis of the

political system in the North West Frontier of Pakistan. Barth made outstanding

theoretical contribution in this study. Raymond Firth, had made a distinction

between social structure and social organisation. Barth found that these are

concepts useful in understanding the Pathan political system. According to Barth,

social structure, which he prefers to call ‘framework’, restricts the alternatives

available to an individual in a society. Social organisation actually refers to the

way individuals plan and execute their activities.

1.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE ETHNOGRAPHY

1.3.1 Intellectual Context

In Swat society, individuals make a series of choices to find a place in the political

order. This contradicts the statements of earlier anthropologists who had declared

that political allegiance is not a matter of individual choice. For them, social

structure was the deciding factor in which individuals play passive role. Barth

says that the understanding of smaller groups is necessary to understand the

larger groups in Pathan society. He also noticed that recruitment to smaller groups

is based on free choice.

1.3.2 Fieldwork

Intensive fieldwork among Swat Pathans was carried out in the early 1950s,

using the method of participant observation, for over a year.

1.3.3 Analysis of Data

The monograph by Barth has eleven chapters, including the ‘Introduction’ and

‘Conclusion’. Although the main theme of the study is political system, other

aspects of the Swat Pathan culture are also described so that one can get a holistic

view of the community.

Ecology

Pathans live in Swat valley, North West Frontier of Pakistan, which is about 120

miles long and is closed off by mountains on all sides. It is an isolated area

where about four lakh Pathans live. The present study is about one sub-tribe of

Pathans called Yusufzai, named after Yusuf, a distant ancestor. The area has two
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Ethnicitywet seasons. Pathans do intensive cultivation of grains, like maize, rice and barley.

They also raise other crops, like mustard, sugarcane, lentils, variety of fruits and

vegetables in lesser quantities. As a supplementary economic activity, they are

involved in cattle breeding and dairy. In their traditional economy, there is no

use of money. The valley is densely populated with about 800 persons per sq

mile of productive land; their economy is largely unmonetised.

Pathans categories their agricultural land into four main categories: unirrigated,

artificially irrigated, naturally irrigated and irrigated garden. Two crops are

generally raised in a piece of agricultural land.

Social structure

We have to understand the underlying framework (i.e structure) of organisation

in order to know how the choices are made by Swat Pathans in political matters.

Barth has identified three major frameworks, viz., territory, stratification and

descent, which divide the population into various categories and groups.

The first framework is called territorial or spatial. The entire area of Swat Pathan

is called Watan (or Homeland). The hierarchy of spatial divisions from top to

bottom is called regions, local areas, villages and wards. The entire Swat country

has 13 regions, each region is occupied by a sub-tribe (e.g Yusufzai) and the

name of the sub-tribe is suffixed to the region’s name. One’s choice of residence

determines one’s place in the region. Each region has approximately 20,000 to

40,000 populations.

Local area is next in spatial hierarchy. Each region has several local areas. Each

local area is composed of a number of villages which vary in size from about

500 to 1000 populations. It is the most important spatial unit. The first loyalty of

a member is to his village. Each village is sub-divided into wards. A ward is a

unit of administration and most of the political activity takes place here. When

Barth carried out his fieldwork the population of a ward varied from 200 to 500.

Many villages had only two wards. Each ward is named. The name of the present

Chief is the most common name selected for a ward. Generally we find a common

mosque and a common religious leader of prayer for each ward and village.

About 40 to 80 houses are found in a ward. Each household is an independent

economic unit. The members of a household pool their respective incomes, cook

jointly and are led by a male head. At marriage a woman moves to her husband’s

house. The young couple set up their own household within a couple of years.

Extended patrilineal families are found among large landowners. Generally a

tenth of the households of a village are of this type.

The second important framework of Swat society is quom (caste/ethnic group).

Barth prefers to use the term caste to these categories. The position of an individual

in this hierarchical framework is determined by parentage. Each caste is

territorially dispersed. Caste has the following characteristics: a name, partilineal

descent, hereditary, ranked occupational and endogamous group. Unlike Indian

castes, Pathan quoms are without ritual and religious importance. Barth did not

have data on all the castes of Swat valley. However, he conducted complete

census of four small villages and partial census of three more big villages and

found the following castes:

Sayyid – Decendants of the Prophet

Sahibzada – Descendants of various orders of Sainthood.
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Akhundzada

Pirzada

Pakhtun – Landholder

Mullah – Priest

Dukandar – Shopkeeper

Pracha – Muleteer

Zamindar – Farmer

Zorger – Goldsmith

Sarkhamar – Tailor

Tarkarn – Carpenter

Inger – Smith

Kulal – Potter

Tili – Oil presser

Landap – Cotton carder

Qasai – Butcher

Mochi – Chamyar – Leatherworker

Jola - Weaver

Dehqan – Agricultural labourer

Gujar – Herdsman

Jalawan – Ferryman

Dom – Musician and Dancer

Nai – Barber

Dobi – Washerman

Shahkhal / Kashkol – Thong-and sieve – maker

According to Barth, one’s status and rank in Pathan society is determined purely

on secular basis. Since ritual ranking has no relevance here, it is unlike the Hindu

caste system. The notion of pollution among Pathans is also different from the

notion of pollution in Hindu society. Pathan notion of pollution is derived from

physiological or body processes such as elimination, sexual intercourse and death.

All men are cursed with these sources of pollution. Purification is done by the

individual as a private act.

The notion of hierarchy in Pathan society is interpreted mainly on the basis of

wealth, political position and purity. Occupations like sweeping, washing,

haircutting, thong-and-sieve making (by using the guts of animals), and dancing

are considered polluting. Those involved in these occupations constitute the

bottom rung of the social order. Ferrymen, herdsmen and property-less labourers

are also placed low in the hierarchy, but they are free from the stigma of pollution.

Saints are at the top of the hierarchy followed by Pakhtun landlords. Shopkeepers

and muleteers are also placed high in social status because of their wealth. Farmers

and craftsmen come next in hierarchy. Castes do not form localised communities.
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EthnicityHigh frequency of endogamy is noted among Pathans i.e marriage is contracted

between equals. However, some cases of hypergamy and hypogamy were also

observed. Barth analysed 476 marriages from four villages and found the

following pattern in marriage:

Endogamous 228 (59.5%)

Hypergamy 110 (23.1%)

Hypogamay 83 (17.4%)

Swat Pathans say that caste of a family can be changed. Statements such as;

‘they used to be herders, but now they are farmers’ are commonly heard in Swat

region. This is a slow social process and a family may take two to three generations

to attain mobility in social hierarchy. New castes also spring up from time to

time. In this respect, Swat social system resembles the Hindu social system in

many respects. Corporate unity is expressed more strongly among Saints and

Pakhtuns than the other caste groups.

The third major framework of Pathan society comprises the patrilineal descent

groups, especially among Saints and Pakhtuns. Descent groups are not corporate

political units, but they influence political decisions. Descent is traced strictly

on male line. The society is patriarchal. However, most of the important statuses

are achieved. Father–son relation is of affection and loyalty. Inheritance of

headmanship is through the principle of primogeniture, although equivalence of

brothers is accepted in all other walks of life. Brothers are not expected to oppose

each other in public. The corporate unilineal descent groups (among Pathans

called khel) emerge in relation to a joint estate. Among Pathans it is the land

which is the main source of economic and political power.

At present a major section of Swat valley is controlled by Yusufzai Pakhtuns

who conquered this region during the time of Babar. However, Pakhtuns account

for only one fifth of the total population.

Neighbourhood

Neighbourhood associations (called taltole) with corporate nature are made up

of all the permanent residents of a ward. These associations have the function of

mutual assistance in organising ceremonies related to rites-de-passage (gham-

khadi) such as birth, circumcision, hair-cutting, marriage, death, etc. It is a multi-

caste unit and forms the background for political activity. The political events

may also affect these associations in turn. Taltole associations appear to constitute

discrete corporate groups.

Affinity and Marriage

Swat Pathans follow Islamic law in its Hanafi form to establish affinal ties. Certain

restrictions are imposed on the choice of spouse. There is no limit on age for

both men and women. Polygyny is permitted. No marriage takes place without

bride-price.

The relations of inequality and authority among the Swats are clearly demonstrated

in their economic activities, club house activities and religious activities. Each

one of the above activities is carried out on voluntary basis and the resulting

groupings may be described as voluntary groupings.
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Swats do not have native money. Some people use Pakistani rupee occasionally.

Services are more frequently exchanged than goods. Barth has identified six

major variants of services:

a) Land tenancy and agricultural labour contract

b) Relationship between agriculturalists and specialists

c) Relationship between craftsmen and buyers

d) Relationship between personal service providers and clientele

e) Relationship between master and private servant

f) Relationship between ruler and staff.

Out of the relationships mentioned above (a) and (b) are the most important.

Land is concentrated in a few hands, among members of Pakhtun caste. Even

among them only a few own large areas of land. The large landowners are not

involved in manual labour. They grant occupation rights to tenants for a specified

or unspecified period.

The second important feature is about the productive unit. A single unit comprises

the following as minimum: landowners, tenant or labourer, carpenter, blacksmith,

rope-and thong-maker and muleteer. All the parties involved here enter into

contract relationship which can be broken at any time by either party. There is

always delayed payment. At the end of harvest and threshing, all assemble near

the cleaned and dried grain pile to receive their share. The allotment is made

under the supervision of the landowner to each participant in proportion to his

labour.

The above arrangement appears as if it is a variant of Hindu jajmani system.

However, there are many differences between the two systems. In the Hindu

system, the relationships between jajman (patron) and kamin (client) are hereditary

whereas among the Swat Pathans the relationships is purely voluntary.

House tenancy is also quite common in Swat society as most of the houses are

owned by landowners. The tenant may pay the rent in cash, kind, or in the form

of labour.

Political relationship develops between the landowners and others (tenants,

labourers, service provides etc) during the course of their interactions, but purely

on a voluntary basis.

Men’s house

Another institution of the Pathan society where intense political activity takes

place is called the ‘Men’s house’. It is found only in areas dominated by Pakhtun

lineages and not in areas administered by Saints and their descendants. Men’s

house plays an important role in the daily life of all men. It can also be described

as a club house, dormitory, guest house and a place for ritual and feasting. Greater

part of Pathan political life takes place there. Atleast one men’s house is found in

every ward of a Pakthun-dominated village. Where they are in minority and each

Pakhtun is a landlord, a number of men’s houses may be found in a ward.
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EthnicityEach men’s house is presided over by a Chief, the political head of the landowners.

All adult males are members of the men’s house whereas children and women

are debarred from entering it. The members of a ward contribute their communal

labour to erect, repair and maintain the building of the men’s house. If there are

more than one men’s house, the Chiefs visit each other’s men’s houses. The

Chief who repeatedly visits the men’s house of another Chief symbolically shows

his subordination to the other Chief. One does not find a men’s house entirely

empty at any time of the day. Men are expected to spend their leisure time in the

men’s houses. There is free give and take of ideas between people occupying

different positions. It is here that the landowners and Chiefs elicit political loyalties

from other participants.

Men’s house is also a recreational centre. A man always shows his allegiance to

one men’s house. However, it is not compulsory that all men of a village should

be members of a men’s house.

The Saints and their followers

As said earlier, membership in a men’s house is voluntary. Some men do not

want to join men’s house, but prefer to be the follower of a Saint. The Saint’s

group is of another kind. Most men prefer to be members of only one kind of

group. But some men become members of both groups.

The Saints of Swat are revered and respected by most people of the local

population. Certain descent groups, like that of Sayyid, descendants of prophet

Mohammed, are considered to be of the highest rank. However, the largest group

of Saints is constituted by Mians, the descendant of a holy man. Other categories

of Saints are Shaikh, Pir and Mullah.

The authority of a saint is derived from three sources: the ownership of the graves

of their saintly ancestors which serve as shrines, their traditional role as privileged

mediator and advisors, and their claim to spiritual leadership, legal knowledge

and moral dedication. A holy person’s grave is a shrine. All persons of saintly

status are paid respect. Saints are found in all Pathan villages. Pathans of Swat

belong to the Sunni sect.

Land tenure and political relations

The major principles of organisation of local communities of Swat Pathans are

derived from

• Kinship (caste, marriage, and descent groups)

• Economic life (economic contracts and house tenancy)

• Ritual (life crisis associations); and

• Religion ( the followings of Saints)

As stated earlier, land in Swat is held by a few handful of Pakhtuns. Each

landowner owned, not a certain field, but right to a certain proportion of the total

area. The agricultural fields are re-allotted in the course of a long cycle. It is like

the shares in an industrial enterprise in modern economy. This system is called

wesh (division) in the local language. The estate held by a descent group is called

daftar. It operated in all the regions. This cyclical system of allotment was frozen

by the ruler around 1920 – 1930. Most people in the Swat valley do not think

that this is a fundamental change, but as a long interval between re-allotments.
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buyer has no right to participate in the assembly. However, such transfer of land

is not very high these days. In this process, the land is converted from daftar

(inherited estate) to siri (the private property of a non-Pakhtun) status. In the

public assembly of Pakhtun landowners only the men who hold daftar land can

speak. In other words, they are treated as full citizens of the community. A descent

group of Yusufai Pakhtuns controls the main regions of Swat valley.

Pakhtun chiefs

There are fundamentally two kinds of political leaders among Pathans, namely,

Chiefs and Saints. First, let us understand the authority and the following of the

Chiefs. The most common title among Chiefs is Khan. They are also known as

Malaks. If the Chief controls a very large area he may be called the Nawab. The

Chief’s position as a leader is never secure. His following may swell or shrink.

The objects of strife among Pathans as conveyed through a proverb are, ‘women,

gold and land’.

The sources of authority of a Chief are land, wealth and martial valour. Out of

these land is the most basic factor. The chiefs are always in competition with

other Chiefs to attract more followers. Among the Pathans, there is no register of

landholding because the lands are not surveyed. Ownership of land is supported

by witnesses. The Chiefs are entitled for direct subsidies from the government.

Income is also derived from pasture land. Apart from these, he earns income

from his own land. In addition to landownership and wealth, the Chief must

command respect from his followers if he has to remain in power.

An obligatory patronage system called tolgeri is practised in some areas. The

landowners of a ward are obliged to give their occupational contracts to the

craftsmen of their own ward, whom the chief of the ward has appointed, under

this system. This system is now less widespread, one area after another area are

abandoning it after the move was initiated by the ruler of Swat state. The tolgeri

system resembles jajmani system of India in some respects. The jajmani system

has also become weak at present due to the impact of market forces. In summary

one can say that the bulk of a Chief’s followers are his land tenants, service

contract holders and the regular occupants of his men’s house.

The Saints

The authority and political influence of the Saints are mainly determined by

their control of land, role as mediators and their reputation for morality and

holiness. Most Saints own some land, but some are prominent landowners. They

have a number of economic dependents. Land gives them both economic and

political power.

The land that the Saints hold belongs to a category called siri which belongs to

the owner forever. But they have no right to speak in the assembly since ownership

of such land does not give full citizenship to the owner. Saints also act as patrons

to their dependent tenants. On the other hand, the Pakhtun Chiefs own daftar

category of land, which is subjected to periodic re-allotment, but gives them the

right to speak in the assembly.

A Saint may obtain land by inheritance, gift, purchase or conquest. Pakhtuns

grant land to Saints for acting as mediators. The third way to acquire land is
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lands are dispersed throughout the different re-allotment area. Hence, Saints and

Chiefs co-exist in most of the local communities. Saint’s property is subjected to

inheritance laws of the Hanafi Islam. The owner has the right to gift the property.

In the past Saints also used to get land by military conquest.

A majority of Saints live in villages that Pakhtun chiefs dominate. They have

close relations with fellow villagers although they may not speak in the assembly.

The Pakhtun Chiefs are dominant, but they look like strangers in the village.

Pakhtuns have all their land concentrated in one area whereas the Saints have

lands dispersed in different regions. Saints do not depend on the goodwill of any

one Chief. They can influence many Chiefs dispersed all over.

The status of Saints is well suited to act as mediators and arbitrators. When a

weaker party is unable to maintain blood feud they approach the Saint to act as

mediator. Both go to the house of the enemy and settle the dispute. Saint also

acts as an arbitrator in various kinds of conflict. They are also described as

peacemakers. During dispute resolution or arbitration they can speak on behalf

of one party or as neutral observers. But the Saints have no institutionalised

means of enforcing their decisions. Their political influence depends upon the

impact of their judgments.

Finally, the reputation of Saints is determined by their saintly behaviour marked

by holiness, piety, moderation, indifference to physical pleasure and withdrawal

from petty and sordid aspects of common life. People also expect the qualities of

wisdom, knowledge and control of mystical forces among the saints. They wear

white dress, observe rituals and prayers, and practice fasting. A Saint’s political

following consists of close agnatic relatives, dependant tenants and his clients.

As a political leader he exercises his authority and influence at all levels from

the ward to the region.

Political alliances and blocs

Barth observes that ultimately all political groups align themselves and result in

the creation of two blocs. Thereby, the entire society is divided into two halves.

Each bloc contains members from every local community, represented by both

Chiefs and Saints. Territorial and descent frameworks are also reflected in the

formation of blocs. Alliance is the key to form wider organisation. It is a

contractual agreement between two leaders which can be terminated by either

party. Segmentary organisation, a common feature of many African tribes, is not

found among Pathans. Alliances generally last long, but they are not involved in

blood feud.

Barth has described the political system of Swat Pathans as a two party system.

It is found throughout Yusufzai area. The blocs persist as corporate groups.

Frequent visiting and dining, joint hunting and fishing, and inter-marriage are

commonly found among the alliance partners. Allies are called to help resolve

conflicts over land, crops, division of land and property at inheritance, etc.

Pakhtun Chiefs dominate the blocs because of their superior numerical and

military power. Saints and other commoners are free to join any bloc to find a

place in the lower strata. Tensions always develop within any bloc between lineals
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Social Stratification and collaterals. Political rivalry also develops within a bloc. It leads to succession,

a section of the stronger group goes to the weaker group thereby turning the

tables around. The leader of the bloc in an area is also the Chief of the bloc and

the men’s house with a large number of tenants, craftsmen and labourers as his

followers. The bloc protects the interests of its followers. Saints are also

incorporated into the bloc. If one looks at the daily life of a community the

cleavage between two blocs looms large.

The members of a bloc meet in jirgas (public assemblies). They do not meet at

regular intervals. Theoretically, any one can call for a meeting, but generally

major members call the meeting. There is no fixed quorum for the meeting, but

the decisions taken are binding on the members who are present. It is mainly a

forum for negotiation. The members sit in a circle under the tree at the same

level. Circle expresses equivalence of members. There is no chairman of the

meeting. Final decision of the assembly should be unanimous. The bloc is an

acephalous organisation with a number of political leaders. They support each

other against the opposite bloc. Blocs do not have continuous corporate existence

and they do not pursue long-term policies. Most leaders in blocs are Pakhtun

Chiefs. Pathans consider their political organisation is a two party system.

1.3.4 Conclusion

We can say that Barth’s monograph on Swat Pathans analyses the dynamics of

the political system with a holistic perspective. The relationships between various

aspects of culture like kinship, descent groups, social structure, rules of marriage,

economy, etc., are analysed well. The development of political alliances on the

basis of different aspects are well described by the author. The role of Chiefs and

Saints in the political system is also explained well in the monograph. In essence

the monograph is an excellent contribution in the field of political anthropology.

1.4 HOW DOES THE ETHNOGRAPHY ADVANCE

OUR UNDERSTANDING

Barth’s monograph is an understanding of the dynamics of the Swat Pathan society

with reference to their political system. In Swat society, the individual leaders

have the freedom to organise a group of their followers. As a result of these they

develop small nuclei of political control which go on to develop into larger units.

Barth recognises the place of the individual in Swat Pathan society. This point is

important since many works on traditional societies completely ignore the role

of the individual in group formation and the initiation of changes.

1.5 THEORETICAL PART OF WHICH THE

ETHNOGRAPHY Custom and Conflict in Urban

Africa: A Study of Hausa Migrants in Yoruba Towns

IS AN EXAMPLE

The Hausa is one of the best-known ethnic groups of West Africa known for

their long-distance trade. The original homeland of Hausa is the savanna in the

Northern region of the Federation of Nigeria and Niger Republic. Hausa, an

ardent follower of his customs, appears distinct in his white robes. In Nigeria
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groups come in contact with each other. In this monograph the author shows

how a migrant community manipulates its traditional customs to gain political

power in the new region dominated by the members of Yoruba tribe. M.G. Smith

and Ms. Smith had already conducted an intensive study of this community in

their original habitat in the North.

1.6 DESCRIPTION OF THE ETHNOGRAPHY

Cohen’s study is presented in six chapters. Besides, there are two more parts:

‘Introduction’ and ‘Conclusion’. Cohen’s main interest in the study of Hausa is

to understand how custom is involved in the political process in contemporary

situations, with special reference to Africa. Continuities and changes in the culture

and social organisation among the migrant Hausa traders in a Yoruba town forms

the main theme of the present study. The author also places this case within the

framework of a comparative scheme in its concluding part.

1.6.1 Intellectual Context

People have not been just confined to their native places for ever. Rather, they

have moved out in search of what is called ‘green pasture’. What happens to the

socio-cultural system of the people when they move out? Do they lose their

custom and practices? Or, do they retain them? Is there a revival of the cultural

practices? Cohen is concerned with the process of ‘retribalisation’ and how the

ethnic identities are strengthened in the new context of politics and state formation.

1.6.2 Fieldwork

The fieldwork on which Cohen’s study is based was carried out in the Western

Region of the Federation of Nigeria, for a period of fifteen months, from August

1962 to November 1963. Initially, Cohen had planned to make a study of the

Hausa community in the Northern Region, but due to certain reasons, it became

impossible for Cohen to do so. Hence, he shifted to the study of Hausa migrant

community in the south.

1.6.3 Analysis of Data

Long-distance trade is a feature of the African sub-continent. This brings intensive

social interaction between various ethnic groups. Large quantities of goods are

transferred between the savanna and the forest belt of West Africa. This indigenous

system of trade has been going on for centuries and continues even today.

Before looking at the Hausa case, let us observe the social processes which are

taking place in the newly created African states described by Cohen. Cohen

examines two social processes called ‘detribalisation’ and ‘retribalisation’. In

the former process tribal groups give up part of their cultural identities to adjust

to the changing situation whereas in the latter process they reaffirm their tribal

identities. This change is happening in all types of towns in Africa. Cohen’s

study is about the second process among the Hausa of Ibadan city. He also observes

that the process becomes more effective if the group is more homogeneous. It is

a kind of interest group which functions effectively in states which allow political

pluralism. These groups which are built on the foundation of customs are more

effective than the formal associations which are built on the basis of contract.
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in the American situation by other authors. Cohen also uses the terms ‘ethnic

group’ and ‘ethnic category’, following Gluckman, to explain the cultural process

of retribalisation. An ethnic group implies the existence of a corporate political

group which is generally found in the original habitat of the tribe like the situation

of the Hausa in the Northern region. When several members of a tribe migrate to

another town, they retain a great deal of their cultural characteristics like family,

kinship, religion, etc, but they are not able to retain the corporate nature of their

group. Such a group, as the early migrant Hausa in the city of Ibadan, is called an

ethnic category. However, an ethnic category becomes an ethnic group as a result

of increasing interaction between its members, as it happened for the Hausa in

Sabo settlement of Ibadan city.

The host people consider the migrant as an exploiter, a monopolist, rogue and

trouble maker. During the initial days of migration, the migrants may pose as an

Islamic teacher, diviner, barber, butcher, commission agent, porter or beggar.

The Hausa faced the same problems when they migrated to a part of the Ibadan

city in 1916. The Hausa have developed an efficient economico–political

organisation over a period of time which enabled them to succeed as traders.

The Hausa community in Sabo Quarter of Ibadan city is headed by a Hausa

Chief called Sarkin Hausawa. The city is mostly inhabited by Yoruba. Sabo was

allotted to the Hausa by the local authority in 1916. There were about 400 Hausa

at that time.

The North and South geographical zones of Nigeria are economically

interdependent. The North sends to the South millet, groundnut oil, dried meat,

cassava flour, butter and cattle. The South sends to the North kola nuts, sugar,

salt, scrap iron and a variety of imported manufactured goods. But for the people

of Sabo two articles are dominant: cattle and kola. Cohen’s survey shows that

out of 1984 males in Sabo, 452 (22.8%) are directly involved in these two trades.

Further, about three-quarters of the men in Sabo are engaged in long distance

trade. The men who are involved in these two items dominate both economically

and politically. The trade of these two items are conducted within the framework

of traditional institutions.

The Hausa face some technical problems in the transport of cattle and kola from

North to South and South to North, respectively. Since these two commodities

are highly perishable, the traders have to dispose them off quickly. Now the

modern transport and communication systems help them in this respect. But

during the pre-industrial conditions, these technical problems were solved by

monopolising the trade by certain ethnic communities. Hausa succeeded in

monopolising trade on kola and cattle. For this they had to mobilize political

power. The monopolising tribe may be a producer, consumer or neither of these

like the Hausa who produce neither cattle nor kola.

Drastic political changes occurred in Nigeria during the early 1950s. There was

a change from traditional rule by tribal chiefs to western oriented, nationalistic

rule. Three major political parties also emerged during this time. The territorial

exclusiveness of Sabo as a Hausa Quarter came to an end with the introduction

of new administration. The Hausa are treated now as equal to the locals. The

rapid growth of Yoruba Islam also undermined the Hausa identity. The Hausa
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branches of the three political parties. This was a direct threat to Hausa identity

as an autonomous, well-organised community. The Hausa were more worried

about losing the source of their livelihood rather than the ultimate loss of their

cultural identity.

Sabo’s religious activity became very intense during the early 1950s. All men

observed five prayers a day, in groups of about 20, under the leadership of a

malam, a religious leader. They also performed elaborate rituals. There were 119

malams in a population of about 4200. Malams also performed crucial political

roles in Sabo. For Hausa men both wealth and Islamic learning were forms of

power and success. Almost all children went for Arabic learning. Performing the

pilgrimage to Mecca was considered as the ultimate goal of life. In 1952, Sabo

became an autonomous ritual community. Until then they were holding the Friday

midday prayer in the Ibadan central mosque which was dominated by Yorubas.

Cohen argues that religious, economic and political processes are inter-connected.

Further, he says that the Hausa of Sabo maintained exclusiveness in Ibadan city

mainly because of the economic interest and not because of any tribalistic

sentiment. Now let us look at the details of the dynamics of change in Sabo

Quarter during the five decades of its existence.

Settlers and Strangers

When a Hausa comes from the North to Sabo he is treated as a stranger and he

becomes a settler after passing through a series of roles in economic, political,

ritual and moral spheres. Cohen describes this process as a kind of retribalisation.

At the time of Cohen’s study in 1963 there were 3400 Hausa in Sabo and another

762 living in the adjoining areas. In addition there was another group of 382

settlers, speaking both Hausa and Yoruba and claiming both identities at different

contexts. According to the Hausa of Sabo, a true Hausa must be able to name the

place of his origin in Hausaland. Since these people did not know the place of

their origin they were called ‘Kaka Gida’. They identified more with Yoruba

than with Hausa.

The Hausa of Sabo clearly distinguish between a Hausa settler and a Hausa

stranger. The length of residence in Sabo is not the most important criterion for

this categorisation. In Sabo social organisation, there are distinct sets of roles for

Hausa settlers and Hausa strangers. Right in housing, type of accommodation,

residence of wife and children, relationship within the Quarter and with the Chief

are the main criteria to classify a man either as settler or stranger. There is one

more category of Hausa in Sabo who are called ‘migrants’. These people are not

sure whether they would settle there or migrate to other places.

Prostitutes and Housewives

Sabo’s female adult population can be divided into two categories: mobile

prostitutes and secluded and settled housewives. According to Cohen’s census,

there were 891 adult females and 679 adult males in 1963. Generally, among

migrant populations in African towns there was an acute shortage of women. A

sizeable and stable stock of women contributes to the stability of the community.

Hausa men of Sabo always preferred to marry Hausa women either born in Sabo

or in the North. They do not marry Yoruba women because they have a belief
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belief has both economic and political implications. If Hausa men marry Yoruba

women it will affect the ethnic exclusiveness of Hausa and it will also affect

their trade. A Hausa man with a Yoruba wife will not be trusted in the North by

other Hausa traders. Out of 1270 adult females in Sabo, there were 950 housewives

and 250 prostitutes. Recent divorcees and widows constituted 70.

A female gets her womanhood only after marriage, that is, after becoming a

housewife. If a woman divorces or deserts her husband she becomes a prostitute.

All the prostitutes of Sabo were former housewives. Prostitutes are not stigmatised

in Sabo. A prostitute was described as a woman of strong character, intelligent

and highly entertaining. It was not shameful for a man to visit a prostitute. Further,

men always sought prostitutes in marriage. Prostitution was only a transitory

stage for a woman. Many of the housewives were therefore former prostitutes.

Divorce among the Hausa was very easy and frequent. Generally, it was sought

by wives rather than by husbands. In man’s thinking prostitution and wifehood

were two aspects of womanhood.

On the other hand housewives of Sabo were strictly secluded from public life

and contact with outside men. The two roles of women suit the Hausa way of

life. Migration and mobile way of life suits the image of woman as a free, mobile

prostitute. The secluded woman’s role suits the settled way of life in a place like

Sabo. The men of Sabo preferred to marry a girl born in Sabo or a prostitute

from Sabo instead of a woman from the North. If a man marries from North he

would have to spend a lot of money for her frequent travel to the North.

The housewives of Sabo play an important role in economy, bear children, run

the household and also engage in business at the local level. Men are always on

move. Women cannot do business as prostitutes. Housewives also sell cooked

food. Children help them in carrying out the business. Married women provide

social stability and continuity whereas prostitutes give company to the males

who are on move to new settlements for business. Hence, the two roles of women

are complementary to each other.

The Hausa Landlords

About 30 landlords of Sabo had monopoly over the trade and they also had

dominated the economic and political life of the community. They also controlled

almost half of the housing of Sabo. The houses were required for their labourers,

clerks, servants, clients and families of clients. It was the place of work for

secluded wives. Kola was also stored in the houses. The creditworthiness of

landlords depended on their housing property.

Out of 30 landlords, 12 were dealing with cattle, 9 with kola and another 9 with

transport. 51 houses belonged to them. They were for the use of strangers. The

dealers from the North who visited Sabo for trade were given free food and

accommodation. The landlords acted as mediators between dealers from North

and South for which they got special commission called lada. The landlords also

had a number of commission agents to strike the deal between dealers. Sale was

always on credit for about 2 to 4 weeks. In cattle trade the buyer used to pay the

landlord’s commission. In Kola trade the landlord acted as a buyer for the dealers

from the North. In this case the seller gave commission to the agents.
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arbitrator for any disputes. The landlords had the responsibility of packing and

arranging for the transport of goods by road or rail. The landlords had to take

many risks in conducting the trade in loading, packing and transporting.

Sometimes the landlord also engaged in trade on his own. The landlords also

kept with them huge amounts of money belonging to the dealers of the North.

There was no insurance for goods, no banking service and no documents were

used in trade. Cases of theft, embezzlement, default and loss were common. The

conditions of trade were pre-industrial in nature.

The landlord employed different factors of production such as land, labour, cash,

experience and reputation of his team. The relationship between landlord and

client was not purely economic. The client was expected to support his landlord

in political matters. There was always struggle for power among landlords. One

of the landlords was elected as the Chief of Sabo. The landlords also competed

for this. The Chief of Sabo had two advisors, the Chief Imam and the Assistant

Chief Imam. Different occupational groups also had chiefs. The Chief of the

cattle market was an important position. The different clients of a landlord did

not constitute a corporate group because they were not linked to each other. All

the landlords were also political leaders. Hence, the Hausa often referred to them

as ‘The Big Men’.

History of Sabo

The making of an ethnic polity in Sabo town within the Yoruba city helps us

understand the politics of long-distance trade in Africa. As pointed out by A.L.

Epstein, in Central Africa tribal groups were undergoing a change called

detribalisation. But the situation in Yoruba city was different. Here, the process

of retribalisation was in operation and the Hausa and Yoruba, the two major

ethnic groups of the city, were developing polity on ethnic lines. The Hausa

were involved in the long distance trade of perishable commodities, kola and

cattle. The monopoly of this trade by Hausa is advantageous to the trade. If

different ethnic groups were involved it would have created language problem

between dealers. The Hausa monopoly contributes to speedy means of

communication between North and South. It also promotes primary relationship

between dealers needed for availing credit. The Hausa  achieved the monopoly

in trade by driving out other tribal groups, not by using force, but by keeping

unity among Hausas. History of Sabo can be divided into five periods:

a) 1906-1915: The Hausa cattlelords, described by Yoruba as thieves, achieved

to get an autonomous area within Ibadan city to prevent the encroachment

of Yoruba men.

b) 1916-1929: Formation of Hausa Quarter called Sabo with a Chief under

Indirect Rule.

c) 1930-1942: A unified political authority came into existence for Sabo.

d) 1943-950: Hausa monopoly over trade in Kola emerged.

e) 1951-1963: British Indirect Rule collapsed; reorganisation of religion in

Sabo under a new order, articulated Sabo autonomy in terms of symbols,

myths, norms, values and power relations.
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Two major processes of social change in Sabo were political and religious which

were closely inter-connected. Hausa autonomy in Sabo was maintained on the

basis of Indirect Rule between 1916 and 1950 as the colonial power had upheld

the authority of the Hausa Chief. Party politics entered the area in 1951. Elections

were held on party and not on tribal lines. Three major parties emerged in Nigeria,

each party depending upon a major ethnic group: (a) Northern People’s Congress

(NPC) depending upon Hausa in the North. (b) Action Group (A.G) depending

upon Yoruba of Western Region; and (c) National Council of Nigerian Citizens

(NCNC) depending upon Ibo of Eastern Region. All the three parties had their

branches in Sabo. Initially, the Hausa supported the NPC. But, later they realised

that it was not helping their cause. So, they decided to support the party in power.

Since the beginning of the party politics the interaction between Hausa and Yoruba

increased. The Hausa realised that this was a danger to Hausa identity because

the Northern dealers would not trust a half-Hausa or an assimilated Hausa.

Keeping the Hausa identity was essential to retain the Hausa monopoly in trade.

The party politics also weakened the authority of the Chief of Sabo. Under these

circumstances religion came to their help.

The Hausa of Sabo adopted the Tijaniyya order of Islam in early 1950s since the

party politics had disintegrating effect on Hausa society. In 1963, 85% of the

Hausa of Sabo were Tijanis. Out of 8 mosques in Sabo, 7 belonged to this order.

The new religious order intensified ritual activity and prayer. The last daily prayer,

the fifth one, had to be conducted in a group. This was a new kind of ritual

grouping. The Hausa of Sabo seceded from the Youruba dominated Friday mid-

day prayer in 1952 which was conducted in the central mosque of Ibadan. Hausa

considered themselves as superior Muslims. This myth was essential to maintain

Hausa autonomy and Hausa monopoly in trade. The Hausa developed several

localised rituals and gatherings to promote intensive social interaction within

Sabo. This contributed to the homogenisation of Hausa diaspora in Sabo. Migrants

had brought different brands of Hausa culture from different parts of Hausaland

to Sabo. The religious movement created a new power structure reorganising the

authority of Chief.

Ritualisation of Political Authority

The continuity of the Hausa in Sabo depended upon gaining political authority

in the newly emerged nation state. The political authority was strengthened by

its ritualisation. In the new set-up Chief of Sabo acted as Sharia’s judge and

regulated marriage, divorce, inheritance, custody of children etc. He also arbitrated

in disputes, appointed occupational chiefs, maintained mosque and cemetery,

arranged houses for strangers and officiated in marriage and naming ceremonies.

In the earlier system the Chief had no ritual power. Tinjaniyya order created a

new power structure through the association of malams. After the introduction

of the new religious order, the traditional spirit cults like bori cult almost vanished

from Sabo society. The malams did not deny the existence of spirits, but equated

them with jinns which are acknowledged in the Koran.

Men were initiated into the Tijaniyya order around the age of 20 and were linked

to a malam. The malams also acted as diviners to solve the problems of the

people related to illness, dispute, etc. Malams guide and shape the destiny of

men. Malams also acted as link between Chief and subjects, between landlords
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were also consulted by the landlords to get success in trade and politics. Malams

guided their followers by divination and other rituals. The subjects believed that

the malams knew the right formula for success. Party politics was a threat to 30

landlords who controlled most of the housing and employment in Sabo.

A good malam was described as a modest person, devoted to learning and

teaching, and not longing for wealth or power. Almost the 119 malams of Sabo

were engaged in religious activity. Malams were not paid for their services.

However, gifts were given to them. Malams in Sabo influenced polity since they

had close associations with all sections of the society.

In conclusion we can say that Tinjaniyya order provided the blueprint for change

in Sabo. It provided a readymade norm, myths, beliefs, rituals and organisation

for solving the current problems of the Hausa people.

1.6.4 Conclusion

Cohen has attempted to draw a general conclusion from this case study of a

tribal community. He considers that the development and functioning of an ethnic

polity is only a part of the general process called retribalisation which was taking

place in African towns in early 1960’s. The Hausa of Sabo illustrates a specific

case of political ethnicity. The author pleads for a comparative study of political

ethnicity in different cultural settings to understand the impact of different

variables on the political system as social anthropologists are well equipped to

understand the phenomena from the holistic perspective.

1.7 HOW DOES THE ETHNOGRAPHY ADVANCE

OUR UNDERSTANDING

Cohen’s work is mainly concerned with an understanding of ethnic groups, an

area which was not given much attention at that time, and how they organise

their political functions informally. The book further shows that the organisation

of tribal polity requires the mobilisation of different kinds of relationships, and

also the creation and utilisation of different kinds of myths, beliefs, norms and

values.

1.8 SUMMARY

The above two monographs are outstanding contributions to the field of political

anthropology. The works demonstrate that political behaviour of individuals

should be viewed holistically in relation to the rest of culture for meaningful

understanding.

Anthropologists started the study of political systems of non-western societies

in 1930s. Meyer Fortes, E.E. Evans-Pritchard and A.R. Radcliffe- Brown were

the prominent leaders of the newly emerging sub-disciplines of Political

anthropology. Radcliffe-Brown in his preface to the African Political Systems

had defined political system as a system for the ‘maintenance or establishment

of social order, within a territorial framework, by the organised exercise of

coercive authority through the use, or possibility of use of physical force (Fortes

and Evans-Pritchard, 1940: XIV). Barth is of the opinion that the above concept
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to larger groups of the community. He observed that among tribals with acephalous

lineage organisations, demarcation of territorial units is not clear. The reason is

that such a system has no central leadership.

Earlier writings on political systems of tribal societies pointed out that political

allegiance is decided by the social structure and the individuals have no choice

in deciding it. However, Barth demonstrated that Swat Pathans made a series of

choices to find a place in the political system. In this respect, Pathan society

resembles a western society

In essence Swat political system is composed of elementary corporate units based

on the principle of individual captaincy. Each group has a single leader and the

sources of his authority are his relation to his followers. The leaders in Pathan

society fall into two main categories: Pakhtun Chiefs and Saints of holy descent.

The Chiefs derive their authority from wealth and conquest whereas the Saints

derive their authority on their mediatory role as well as their morality and holiness.

At lower levels both may resort to force to maintain their authority as a last

resort.

Barth in his analysis of the political system found that the two kinds of leadership

do not pose any problem since they play the polar complementary role by

recognising the presence of the other. The localised descent groups produce a

segmentary acephalous system. Chiefs lead the descent groups. There is always

opposition between Chiefs and Saints. The followers of Chiefs are localised

whereas the followers of Saints are widely spread. Whenever there is conflict

between two Chiefs, saints intervene. At another level of the political system we

find the formation of two dispersed corporate blocs with each bloc having Chiefs

and Saints.

The study of Hausa by Cohen describes the dynamics of change in a tribal society

in Africa. The emergence of nation state, party politics, market economy and

technological changes in communication had significant impact on tribal culture.

The processes of detribalisation and retribalisation were taking place in African

society. Some tribes were undergoing detribalisation whereas others (like the

Hausa of Ibadan city) were undergoing retribalisation. The process of

retribalisation was adjusting to the changing situations by reasserting the

traditional culture with or without the addition of some external elements. In the

case of Hausa society an important addition was in the domain of religion. A

new Islamic religious order called Tijaniyya was added to the existing Islamic

religion.
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Sample Questions

1) Discuss the role of Chiefs and Saints among the Swat Pathans

2) Explain the mechanism of long-distance trade carried out by the Hausa of

Sabo in Ibadan city.

3) Examine the role of Tijaniyya Islamic order in re-organising the Hausa culture

in Sabo.
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Learning Objectives

After reading this unit, you will understand the:

Ø place of political organisation and class in society;

Ø application of the tripartite model to the understanding of social stratification;

and

Ø feminist perspective in the understanding of politics class and caste.

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Human societies show many ways of creating inequality, some of which are

based on birth and some, on criteria other than birth. Class is one phenomenon

usually associated with income and occupation. It may also be noted that class

does not only deal with economy, but with style of living, dress, tastes and interests

and many other non-material characteristics. Scholars who have studied the class

phenomenon in depth (like French anthropologist and philosopher Pierre Bordieu)

point to the mysterious ways in which class may manifest itself, like a quality

that is quite indescribable yet collectively understood by the members of a society.

In most societies class may intersect with other social criteria like race and caste;

that may be viewed as ascriptive qualities but which nevertheless underline

&
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Classconsiderations of class – for example, the whites are rich; the Brahmins in South

India are landowners. In India, caste has a definite correlation with class, as the

lower castes are also associated with occupations and life styles that put them at

the lower end of the social ladder and their ways of life are looked down upon by

the upper castes who also consider themselves ‘refined’ and sophisticated.

We have selected two ethnographies to illustrate the relationship between class

and caste and both are based upon fieldwork done in South India. Yet they differ

significantly from each other. The first one (published in 1965) is based upon

fieldwork done in a village, Sripuram, situated in Tanjore district of Tamil Nadu,

and the second was published in 1995 and is based upon a field study done in

Aruloor, a village situated close to the earlier field area, in Tiruchirapalli in

Tamilnadu. However, apart from the more or less same geographical and cultural

area, there are significant differences between the two ethnographies. Caste, Class

and Power by Andrè Bèteille was done in a positivist style by a male author.

Siva and her Sisters is a feminist and phenomenological study, done by a woman

scholar with an explicit goal of studying class and caste from a gendered

perspective. Unlike the formal and objective analysis of the first ethnography,

the second one is reflexive but based upon substantive data and detailed economic

analysis.

2.2 THEORETICAL PART OF WHICH THE

ETHNOGRAPHY Caste, Class, and Power:

Changing Patterns of Stratification in a Tanjore

Village IS AN EXAMPLE

This book sets about to do what may be called a formal structural analysis of the

social relationships existing in the universe under study. Bèteille was strongly

influenced by the works of Radcliffe-Brown and M.N. Srinivas and works within

the larger theoretical framework set by these scholars. In the sixties, based upon

the works of McKim Marriott, Maurice Opler and others, the Indian village was

recognised as not being a bounded unit but part of a larger whole. The main

theme of the book is understanding social stratification.

2.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE ETHNOGRAPHY

2.3.1 Intellectual Context

Andrè Beteilli’s work is concerned with the phenomena of caste, class and power

and their changing relations. It is a work on the changing aspects of social

stratification. The impact of Max Weber on this work is clearly seen.

2.3.2 Fieldwork

The fieldwork in Sripuram was carried out over a period of ten months in 1961

and 1962, using the standard anthropological methods.

2.3.3 Analysis of Data

The village is stratified into three major caste based divisions, the Brahmins, the

Non-Brahmins and the Adi-Dravidas (the lower caste). This is not a study
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has analysed the changes that have come in the relations of caste, class and

power by the external intervention of variables such as formal education,

availability of caste-free jobs and the commoditisation of land, that has made it

possible for land to be bought and sold. The earlier system was based on the

traditional division of occupations in which everyone was dependent upon the

agrarian economy. The major line of argument followed by the author is that

while the earlier system was totally governed by caste and the power hierarchy

was parallel to the caste hierarchy, with the entry of the open market and

parliamentary democracy, the power structure is moving towards class but not

quite independent of the traditional caste based hierarchies, yet not quite

synonymous with it either.

However although the Varna system recognises the Brahmins to be at the top,

the actual landownership or class position of the Brahmins may not coincide

with their ritual position.  It is the Non-Brahmins, excluding the lowest layer of

Adi-Dravidas, who are both numerically strong and include landowners as wealthy

as the Brahmins. These encompass the landowning and cultivating castes as

well as the traders, artisans and some like the Kallas posses considerable political

clout. The lowest layer of the untouchables consists of those who are both

economically and socially depressed. In dealing with caste hierarchy, Bèteille

has taken into account the contestation and multiple factors influencing caste

positions. He nowhere supports the idea that caste system is rigid and  highly

structured. In his account of the village also he acknowledges that the village is

not enclosed but as a society open to outside influences and factors. Thus even

while following a structural functional approach in principle, he goes beyond

the class synchronic and equilibrium model to include the facts of history, mobility

and conflict in his analysis of agrarian caste relations.

Similarly he looks deep into the complex organisation of caste, taking into account

the inner divisions of particular castes like the Brahmins, and the dynamics of

interaction that characterises the intra-caste relations as well as the inter-caste

relationships.

There is a tendency to emphasise the harmonious and functional aspects of caste,

like the economic interdependence that is born out of the injunctions on various

castes not engaging in certain activities. Thus the Brahmin has to depend on the

Non-Brahmin to plough his land as a Brahmin cannot touch a plough or will lose

his caste status. Similarly the other village level workers (like washermen, potters,

ironsmiths, leatherworkers, etc.) engage in works that are prohibited to other

caste groups, thus creating a web of economic and ritual interdependence. But

he does recognise that the working of the system is far from ideal and many do

not conform to the ideals of their caste occupation, like the Brahmins are not

always engaged in ritual activities but they do work towards keeping alive the

Great Traditions (p.99).

The author gives us a detailed picture of landownership and agricultural economy

of the village but he too realises that the picture cannot be accurate. He writes for

example that it is not possible to give accurate data of land holdings as land is

often held in names other than that of the actual owner because of the government

imposition of land ceilings. Moreover in the period in which this work was done,

the situation had already become dynamic and land had ceased to be a static and
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Classfixed asset, changing hands at quite a fast pace. Moreover what was more

important was that with the advent of formal education and opportunities for

entering into various occupations of high status, land ceased to have its importance

as the sole criteria for marking economic status. Yet as Bèteille observes, in spite

of all transformations in the variables determining status, that had began to

incorporate political power and occupational status outside the caste system, the

traditional landholding castes continued by and large their privileged positions,

confirming the correspondence between caste and class. The nexus of being

upper caste and upper class continued well into Indian society even when new

status criteria demarcating status began to crop up. The reasons being that when

new opportunities came up, the really bottom layer namely of the untouchables,

had no chance to avail of them, a fact that will be confirmed by our second

ethnography also.

Since he is talking about agrarian structure, Bèteille does reflect upon a Marxist

analysis also although he does not endorse it, mainly because as he points out the

cleavages in this society were not really about class but about caste. Moreover

he points out that because people pass quite rapidly out of one class into another,

they never get to develop class consciousness. He is of the opinion that instead

of class conflict the conflict even though class based assumes at the conscious

level the form of caste conflict (p.119).

He does treat the agricultural labour as a class, although he deals with this category

in a formal manner. He mentions the lack of security and the meager amount

paid to them, yet he refrains from making any comment on exploitation or social

justice. He treats the field area truly like an object to be looked at without any

emotional or ethical involvement. He treats inequality merely as a structural

phenomenon and pays analytical attention to it. He has mentioned all the factors

leading to inequality in the system including the practice of the landowners being

the money lenders who also charged exorbitant rates of interest, but the terms

such as suffering or hardship are not mentioned at all.

The overall dynamics of the field area has been incisively analysed. Speaking of

the landowning castes, three phases are identified, the first being more or less

the harmonious situation where the landlords were tied to the land and had

interdependency with their tenants, the second when the landlords moved away

from the rural society into urban area and became absentee landlords, and third

phase, recent according to his own fieldwork time, when the landlords were

thinking of permanently moving out of the village and have began to sell off

their land. This land then passes into the hands of relatively smaller landowners,

who can be both owners and owner cultivators. The landowners can be divided

into rentiers and farmers; the former not cultivating but giving their land on rent

or on sharecropping to others and those who till their own land. In this sense the

category of landowners forms two and not one class.

The relationship between landlords and tenants showed both continuity as well

as conflict. Even though the landlord and tenant were representatives of two

different class there was often a continuation of this relationship over generations.

The sources of conflicts that led to break down of relationship and pertain to

share of produce and security of service, both subjected to legislative reform yet

always leaving some loopholes that could break down the relation. Using the

Marxist terminology, relations of production, the author tells how these relations

tend to overflow outside of the village, as many landowners are absentee landlords.
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over to the processual rather than the structural aspect of political institutions.

Moreover, here too he ventures beyond the limits of the village boundary to

enter into the regional arena of politics (p.142). However he prefers to situate

the processes within the formal structures of political institutions, such as the

panchayat, the factions mostly caste based and those based on political parties.

The demography has become an important variable in a parliamentary democracy

based on votes. In his analysis of the political process he provides an incisive

insight into the working of the Indian democracy at the grass roots and the role

of caste in the power play. He comments; “There seems to be a two way

relationship between political parties and the local politics. On the one hand,

parties tend to operate in terms of the local idiom, choosing for instance,

candidates from the locally dominant caste. On the other hand, local conflicts

tend to adjust themselves to, and fall in line with, wider conflicts between political

parties.” (p.145)

The discrepancy between universalistic ideologies and the actual practice in which

the political parties engage is related to the practicalities of the local situation

that includes caste factions and other local conditions. More than abstract ideology,

the parties have to counter each other on the ground and in the context of the

local social situation, caste playing an important role. Very importantly Bèteille

raises the question of how a democratic institution like Panchayati Raj that has a

basically egalitarian ideology can co-exist with an essentially hierarchical social

structure. Ideally the Panchayat is supposed to operate through consensus but

given the caste factions and hierarchy the structural conditions for such consensus

was not present in the village. Since the Panchayat enforces certain rules for

social justice, like compulsory presence of women and scheduled caste, the

conclusion that is reached is that there are other locations of power in the village

that by pass the Panchayat.

However the author notes that because of the exercise of parliamentary democracy,

there has been a transition of power from the Brahmins to the non-Brahmins.

The reasons lie in the almost voluntary withdrawal from it by the Brahmins and

the exclusion of the Adi-Dravidas. The numerically and economically powerful

Non-Brahmins began to challenge the traditional authority of the Brahmins as

the society brought in values of equality. The Brahmins felt humiliated and

withdrew from the governance of the village leaving the ground clear for the

non-Brahmins. The author notes the rise of popular leaders with traditions of

violence and having no education. In fact in the situation under study Bèteille is

more inclined to look at the role of ‘organised violence’ rather than only factors

such as economic and numeral power.

The three main chapters of the book deal with the three aspects of caste, class

and power and also describe their interrelationship. The author prefers to look at

class as a system of social stratification rather than in the Marxist sense as a

source of conflict. Accordingly class has been defined as “hierarchically arranged

social categories, based broadly upon ownership or non-ownership of the means

of production.” (p.186). Further divisions are all based on the various structural

positions with respect to ownership and control and types of services rendered

during the process of production (p.187). An impediment in thinking of people

belonging to distinct classes can be that the same person may function at different

times in a different role, like one might be a sharecropper and landowner and

labourer, depending upon the situation.
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quite significantly although Bèteille lists some critical differences also. The major

difference is that caste is a status group characterised by way of life and ritual

value rather than occupation or economic status; it also has a tendency for fission

and has been proliferating over the years. Class on the other hand is more likely

to fuse especially for political action. However as caste enters the arena of politics,

it is also showing tendencies for fusion but not at all levels. Class is supposedly

an open category and caste a closed one; but in light of contemporary works both

these assumptions can be challenged. At the end of this monograph, the author

traces in a succinct manner the historical developments taking place in this region

and ultimately comes to the conclusion that although before the nineteenth century

caste and class were almost synonymous with each other, in the present day

context such cannot be said to be true. However although major transformations

are taking place in the power and structural position of the Non-Brahmins, such

cannot be said to be true of the Adi-Dravidas who remain depressed.

2.3.4 Conclusion

Bèteille follows Weber’s approach to social stratification in his analysis of the

changing aspects in a village in South India. Caste, class and power are the three

aspects of stratification. In a traditional society, the three overlap which, however,

is not the case in a modern society.

2.4 HOW DOES THE ETHNOGRAPHY ADVANCE

OUR UNDERSTANDING

Bèteille carried out a piece of intensive fieldwork in a South Indian village

examining its relationship with the wider world. Unlike the other studies of that

time, he focused upon a study of social stratification, employing Weber’s class.

From that point of view it was a real breakthrough that appeared in Indian

anthropology and Sociology. The concepts that emerged from this study are still

a point of Indian studies. Further, Bèteille provided a lead to the study of class

system, an area that was largely ignored these days, for it was thought that Indian

society was ‘caste society’ in contrast to the Western society which was ‘class

society’. Bèteille showed that both the principles of caste and class could be

seen in Indian villages, and then interrelationship is what which he works out in

his study of Sripuram.

The next ethnography focuses on one such group namely the Pallars in the same

region.

2.5 THEORETICAL PART OF WHICH THE

ETHNOGRAPHY Siva and Her Sisters: Gender,

Caste and Class in Rural South India IS AN

EXAMPLE

This ethnography comes as an almost direct contrast to the first one in that it

focuses not only on the untouchable castes, but also rejects the fact of ‘false

consciousness’ that the ones at the bottom of the ladder accept what is projected

about them. The Pallars, both men and women, especially the latter, have their
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oppression. The data reported in this work was collected in 1987 and reflects

and supports what Bèteille said in the sixties that caste and class were gradually

pulling apart.

2.6 DESCRIPTION OF THE ETHNOGRAPHY

2.6.1 Intellectual Context

Karin Kapadia’s book, based on painstaking research in Aruloor village of Tamil

Nadu, is focused on women and judgments made from their point of view. The

gender perspective enables her to examine the effects of urbanisation on the

traditional values of the community. The author shows that there is not a single

Hindu system of caste beliefs and religious practices. North India is different

from South India, a point which was well developed in Louis Dumont’s work.

2.6.2 Fieldwork

Fieldwork was carried out in Tamil Nadu using the local language. The author

conducted observations and interviews with people.

2.6.3 Analysis of Data

According to Kapadia, the region Aruloor contained more than sixty endogamous

castes and sub-castes that spread themselves across various class groups, so that

members of the same caste could be found in various strata. To quote, “the wealthy

Chettiars and Telegu Brahmins form an upper class, Vellalars and better off

Muthurajahs and Kallars form an upper middle class; and poorer Muthurajahs

and better off Pallars form a lower middle class. Landless Muthurajahs, Pallars,

and Christian Pariyars largely form the indigent lower class.” (p.9)

Kapadia, in her work describes the process of adapting high (Brahmin) values

which is related more to class than to caste as middle order castes who adapt the

Brahmanical values as a part of class mobility and not as a claim to be upper

caste.  The major focus of this book is on kinship from a gendered perspective.

Agrarian relations have also been dealt with towards the end of this book and

also within a feminist perspective. The author carries on a comparative analysis

of kinship relations among the upper caste Tamil and Telegu Brahmins and the

lower caste non-Brahmin Tamils.

In reference to marriage Kapadia demonstrates that within the overall preferential

marriages of the affinal kind as described by Dumont for South India there is

caste wise preference. While among lower castes, the preference is for a girl to

marry her MBS, thus strengthening ties on the mother’s side; for the upper caste

of Brahmins it was preferred that she marries the FZS thus strengthening the

father’s side in marriage. All informants spoke of marriage in terms of a female

ego or who a girl should marry as culturally it was the girl’s marriage that was

most important. However unlike Dumont’s emphasis on lineality in marriage

the lower castes display more of bilateral kinship ties with emphasis on the

mother’s side even though they are otherwise patrilineal and patriarchal. Yet the

women enjoy higher position than Brahmin women because of their contribution

to agricultural labour and the household economy and therefore the most important

kin remains the MB.
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detailed narratives and case studies so that the people in the field come out alive.

The conflicts and contestations of the real life over that of the normative is brought

out clearly. For example while brothers are obliged to give gifts to their sisters

they are never as willing, so as parents women try to perform as many ceremonies

of their children as possible while the parents are still alive for the brother cannot

be trusted to the same extent. Thus kinship is seen not merely as a series of rights

and duties but also of manipulations and strategies.

In terms of the indigenous world view the difference between kin from mother’s

side and those from father’s side lies in the fact of the blood-bond that is stronger

with mother than with father as mother carries the baby in her womb and this tie

is extended to all relatives connected through her. However the Brahmins give

more importance to the father’s role in conceiving and producing the child. Here

we find that there is a caste wise gendering even of the biological fact of child

birth. Yet the trend towards greater power to men in kin relations was becoming

evident as the earlier equality of men and women was being replaced by

approximation to upper caste norms where men had far more liberty than women.

In upper caste kinship the interests of women were sacrificed for that of the men

in every sphere, as women are always expected to make sacrifice for the sake of

the family that coincides remarkably with the “interests of the men” (p. 43). The

negative implication of marriage for non-Brahmin women is contained in the

indigenous phrase, “kinship burns”.

With increasing economic differentiation because of formal education and

diversification of occupations, the preference for kin marriage is decreasing, yet

it was one form of marriage in which women had a better position. Moreover an

interesting fact pointed out by Kapadia is while the system of inheritance among

the Brahmins tends to be totally patrilineal with preference given to Father’s

sister to claim a girl for marriage; among the non-Brahmins it tends to be bilateral

with land and property (of which they have little any way) passing in male line

and the woman’s side inheriting the women (marriage preference for MB or

MBS) who are a real resource as they provide both children and labour to the

household.

In older times, among the Chettiars and other non-Brahmins, the prevalence was

more of bride price than dowry. But with men getting education and jobs, the

tendency to ask for and receive dowry is increasing. It is also increasing as parents

prefer to marry outside of kin to get a boy with formal education and good job.

Providing supportive statistical data Kapadia also shows that the marriage

practices cannot today be ‘read off” from the kinship terminology as while

terminology remains unchanged, marriage patterns have transformed

considerably.

This book also focuses on female puberty rites among non-Brahmins for whom

the female body is the site of social reproduction. At the time of first menstruation

the female body also gets connected to the stars and the planetary configuration

making it a bio-spiritual event. In this world view they differ significantly from

the Brahmins to whom the phenomenon of menstruation is totally polluting and

makes women into an inferior species. A woman who is menstruating is subjected

to strict pollution norms and after her menopause a Brahmin woman may resort

to expensive ritual to get rid of the ‘sin’ of menstruation.
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celebration, the recognition of the, “auspiciousness and mystical regenerative

power of the young woman” (p. 73). The blood also signifies the kinship ties of

the woman to her progeny and others. In light of the differing world view the

astrological concepts also differ in the lower castes from those of the Brahmins.

Kapadia also reports and describes the ‘menstrual horoscope’ for non-Brahmin

women, not otherwise noted by any other anthropologist and she tells that it is

this and not the birth horoscope that is consulted at the time of marriage of a girl.

In terms of gender construction, the menstruation has special significance for it

is this that makes a woman. Thus while a man is a man automatically a woman

has to become one through menstruation. However all castes, including Brahmins

did construct a menstrual horoscope but only the non-Brahmins used it for

marriage. However class is also a very important criterion for determining how

many horoscopes or if any are made. Those who are poor cannot afford to get a

horoscope made and rely on simply name matching to arrange a marriage.

The reading of horoscopes also follows a very interesting class pattern. For most

castes once a son is born it is his horoscope that becomes more important than

that of his father. For the wealthy Chettiars, it is the eldest son’s horoscope that

is considered as important but for the poorer Pallars and Muthurajahs, the youngest

son’s horoscope was more important as not having any property, each son as he

gets married moves out leaving the parents to live with the youngest son who

also then inherits the parental house. Moreover the non-Brahmins even considered

that an elder daughter’s horoscope was important for her parents indicating the

importance of women among the lower castes due to their significant economic

role.

The author also focuses on gender and caste differential in the episodes of

possession that plays a key role in non-Brahmin rituals. The major contrast

between the attitude towards ritual between Brahmins and non-Brahmins is that

while the former stress ritual purity, the latter stress on bakti (devotion) or the

purity of heart, the purity of body being important but secondary. In terms of

gender, men who become possessed take on the female role with respect to the

deity. Thus the women do not have any role in rituals except as observers, as

men appropriate both male and female roles in rituals. The class factor operates

very closely in what Kapadia calls “institutionalised possession” in which both,

“deities and possessed are ranked. The higher deities are incarnated in the

wealthiest of men, and the lower deities are incarnated in less wealthy men”,

(p.130). Moreover a person who is rich alone inherits the ability to be possessed,

a sami-adi. Also as the author points out, “social status and divine grace appear

to go together” (p. 135).

A major criticism directed against Brahmins by non-Brahmins is that while the

latter undergo all kinds of physical pain and hardship in their worship like body

piercing or walking on fire, the Brahmins observe only strict and formal rituals.

The non-Brahmins felt that the real deity came to them only because of their true

devotion while the Brahmins only pretend to be devout. Even so when the

Brahmins become possessed though not like the lower castes to perform all kinds

of painful rituals, they both take on a female role and may become polluted to be

possessed. Thus some Brahmins shed their inhibitions and roll on leaves on

which food has been eaten so that they attain a state of humility and get possessed

for a short time. In this sense the lower caste version of possession is possible

only through devotion is also supported by the Brahmins.
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caste Pallars whose women have to spend their life in the fields doing hard labour,

there is nothing as appropriate female behaviour. Such curbs on sexuality or

morality as appropriate for upper caste Brahmin women are emulated only by

the upwardly mobile among lower castes, those who are able to withdraw their

women from working outside of the home. Such behaviour more than anything

else becomes a newly acquired status symbol for men (p.170). When men move

up in hierarchy, they expect their women to subscribe to the modesty norms of

high caste women and remain more confined than they were.

In the last part of the book, the author has come up with the real economic

consequences of class coming up with technological and economic changes.

The reduced level of ground water coming up with climate change has led to the

widespread use of tube wells and pump sets from the sixties. Since only wealthy

farmers could invest in these the small landholders have been slowly losing their

land to the wealthy ones and a class polarisation has occurred. Kapadia shows

that the majority of Pallars are becoming proletarianised and the landless among

them pauperised (p. 183). The benefits of reservation have also not come to the

Pallars because the majority of them are too poor to send or retain their children

in school. The parents need the labour power of their children for bare survival

of the family. There are detailed accounts of landholding and financial negotiations

based on case studies to illustrate the manner in which landholdings were

manipulated to benefit the upper classes to the detriment of the poor. At any time

it was impossible to find out how exactly was the village land distributed. In fact

all the Land Legislation Acts, in their actual implementation, benefitted the upper

rather than the lower classes. Even the police acts in favour of the rich and upper

castes to deny rights to the lower caste poor. In spite of land ceiling acts most

rich people continue to hold on to large tracts of land through benami (in someone

else’s name) transactions. The maximum benefit in all these reform activities

were the upwardly mobile middle castes, like the Muthurajahs, who were also

able to get the benefit of education and new occupations.

The fate of the so-called ‘untouchable’ castes, who were historically agrestic

slaves, was always that of being exploited and dispossessed. The position changed

only in the twentieth century when atleast some acquired tenancy rights or even

small plots of land. But most remain landless and constitute a class of poor

people with no access to land and only limited and erratic access to wage incomes.

Looking at her data from a gendered perspective, Kapadia reports that untouchable

women not only constitute a large part of the labour force, they also contribute a

far larger share of their income to the household, than the men. They also carry

the double burden of working both outside and inside the house. The role of

female children is crucial for any Pallar household as these children work to free

their mother from the additional burden of household work and they often help

her with the outdoor work also. But while women contribute more to the family

income the demands of the men are more for the share of the household income,

a fact that often leads to fights and violence. Further a Pallar man feels the

frustration of the class oppression and often takes it out by drinking and abusing

his wife. Further even in the general economy, when a woman does the same

work as a man, she receives less money for it, ‘simply because she is a woman’;

a fact that is accepted by the women themselves, as they are socialised into

accepting their own inferior status.
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small mechanisation is likely to displace the labour; the corporate mentality being

ushered in is breaking down the earlier social obligations of the land lords towards

their labour. While the traditional landlord looked upon the lower caste labour

with a paternalistic responsibility, and provided fringe benefits like food and

loans, the modern landowner does not count these as necessary viewing the

workers as only labour and not as human beings. The workers too are falling into

a system of competitive labour and struggle against each other to get work.

2.6.4 Conclusion

In conclusion one important aspect brought forth by Kapadia is that lower castes/

classes have their own world view and opinions and are not dictated by those of

upper castes/classes. Even while competing with each other for work and wages,

the women retained their collective interest and also maintained a degree of

control over their own lives. The economic contribution of women makes a

difference in their kinship relations as well as they are valuable even after marriage

to their natal households. The matrilateral bias of the non-Brahmin marriage and

kinship is directly related to the important role the women play in this class of

society.

2.7 HOW DOES THE ETHNOGRAPHY ADVANCE

OUR UNDERSTANDING

An important contribution made by Kapadia is to show how the very same kinship

system and marriage rules are interpreted differently by persons of different caste

and class group. While there is more patriarchy in the marriage and kinship of

the Brahmins, the lower castes lean towards a matrilineal bias. Also as the class

positions change the gender values and marriage norms change too.

Further, Kapadia notes that the ‘collective self-interest’ of Pallar women does

not emanate from an ethos of the village society that is collectively held but

from “their own distinctive socio-economic position as ‘untouchable’ women

labourers”. What exists is a clear awareness among all caste groups of their

conflicting interests. The ethnography presents the feminine perspective, of

women from lower stratum of society.

2.8 SUMMARY

The fundamental difference between the two ethnographies is first of all their

situation in two different time periods and in two different theoretical perspectives.

It is the remarkable astuteness of the two ethnographers that show that in spite of

these differences there are some aspects of data that indicate that the field situation

has been dealt with meticulously. The basic agrarian class relations are identical;

the almost fixed depressed status of the ‘untouchables’ and the improving status

of the upwardly mobile middle or non-Brahmin castes has been documented by

both.

But while Bèteille’s work is totally at the level of normative abstractions, the

creation of the ‘social structure’ as defined by Radcliffe-Brown, Kapadia takes

the reader into the lives of the people she has studied and brings alive the
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of human beings and not merely the norms and principles, although they too are

well documented in her detailed ethnography.

The second most important distinction is that she has taken a ‘gendered approach’.

Subscribing to the point of view of many feminist scholars, a gendered approach

takes into account the subjective position of the scholar, the possibility of

alternative and sometimes contested points of view and the fact that women

inhabit a world that is differently perceived than the masculine one. Contemporary

feminists also recognise the differences between women and the intersection of

other social categories (like caste and class with gender). Kapadia has described

both upper and lower caste women, especially the untouchable Pallar women

and how gender enters into political and economic domains.

In Bèteille’s analysis the world is presented in monochrome but we understand

from his introduction that he resided with the Brahmins and his analysis indicates

that he also put forward his data from an upper caste perspective. Although he

does talk of inequality and marginalisation he does not throw any light on how

the world looks like from the point of view of the marginal and certainly not

from the point of view of women. This of course does not mean that what he

says does not describe the real situation, it does; but many things appear to us

only from one situation or given subjective position namely that of a Brahmin

male.

Kapadia’s nuanced and detailed understanding of the lower caste women’s

negotiation of their subordinate position, their strategies for survival and even at

the level of statistical information, the details of their contribution and consumption

are illuminative of the reality of social life. She recognises that society is not uniform

and it is not enough to look at things from an abstracted level.
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Sample Questions

1) How many caste are there is Sripuram? What is their stratification?

2) Why are the Brahmins losing their power in the Statutory Panchayat? Discuss.

3) What is the gender division of labour among the Pallars? What contribution

is made by women to the household?

4) How would you compare the position of women among the Brahmins with

that of the Pallar women? discuss

5) How has modern education and occupational opportunities affected the caste

system? Discuss
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Learning Objectives

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

Ø get a general idea of caste and its features;

Ø form an idea about caste studies in India and elsewhere;

Ø get an idea about the contents of the two monographs; and

Ø compare the two monographs and relate the findings to other similar studies.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Castes are corporate social units which are ranked and generally defined by

descent, marriage and occupation. This however, does not imply that caste folks

are kinspersons. Infact caste and kinship are distinguished in terms of their

respective defining properties. Caste members are related because they share the

same status (i.e., position) with respect to other such units. They may share the

same ‘story of origin’, but the emphasis is laid on its status vis-à-vis the other

rather than the fact of sharing the same bio-genetic substances (or, what is called

‘blood’), which is central to defining kinship. The term caste is derived from

casta meaning kind, type, species, lineage, race or clan, and was used by

Portuguese traders to describe the people they met on the West coast of India

&
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The equivalent word for caste is jati in many Indian languages, which is an

endogamous, hereditary social group that has a name and a combination of

attributes. All members of a jati are expected to act according to their jati

attributes, and each member shares his jati’s status in the social hierarchy of a

village locality in India (Mandelbaum, 1972). Caste derives sanction from

Hinduism.

3.1.1 Salient Features of Caste System

Hierarchy: The essence of caste lies in its hierarchical arrangement of hereditary

groups. The general idea of the hierarchy is that the category of ‘priestly caste’

always remain at the top and those who are scavengers in occupations that defile,

are at the bottom. Generally the two opposite ends of the hierarchy are relatively

fixed. There is considerable flexibility in between, especially in the middle regions

where there are contesting claims about respective caste positions. For example,

in Kerala, Nambutris consider themselves superior to Tamil Brahmins and among

the Nambutris those who have a hereditary right to study the Vedas claim

superiority over the others. Again, there are very low groups among the Brahmins,

like the Marka Brahmins of Mysore, from whom even the Harijans will not

accept cooked food or water (Srinivas 1991), or those Brahmins who perform

death rituals.

Occupational Association: There is a definite relationship between caste and

profession. A caste is not only associated with an occupation but enjoys

considerable monopoly over it. Agriculture was traditionally, a common

occupation for all castes, it was called caste free occupation. Thus, a Kumhar

(potter) may be an agriculturist during the monsoons and a trader in grain for a

brief period after the harvest.

Restriction on food, drink and smoking: Generally, it is not only the people in

a caste society who are divided into higher and lower groups, but also the food

they eat, the dress and ornaments they wear, and the customs and manners they

practice every practice or institution is ranked. In India’s dietetic hierarchy the

highest castes are usually vegetarians and teetotalers. The highest vegetarian

castes avoid chicken, pork and beef and even liquor.

Pollution: The concept of pollution plays a very important role in maintaining

the required distance between different castes. In South India the rules of pollution

were more elaborate than in North India. In Kerala, a Nayadi had to maintain

22m distance from a Nambutri and 13m from a Tiyan, who himself maintained

a 10m distance from a Nambutri (Srinivas 1991).

Ritual and other privileges and disabilities: Generally, members of lower castes

are not allowed to take over the customs and rituals of higher castes. Only the

“twice-born” castes are entitled to study the Vedas and perform rituals according

to Sanskritic texts.

Reflection

Generally the Brahmins, the Kshatriyas and the Vaishyas are the three

castes which alone are entitled to undergo the sacred-thread (upanayana)

ceremony which constitutes spiritual rebirth. These three castes are called

“twice-born”.
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Ethnography generally implies first-hand study of a small community or ethnic

group. It combines both descriptive and analytical elements to a varying degree.

However, the central characteristic of conventional ethnographies is that they

focus on one specific culture or society and consider theoretical or comparative

generalisations from its standpoint. Two kinds of research were stimulated by

the early British/Western encounter with Indian caste system. The Indologists

scanned through the sacred literature of Hindus and brought into relief the

elements of the Varna model. The other group, consisting of administrators, was

concerned with caste in terms of its distribution in space and as descriptions of

social and cultural diversity.

During the first three decades of the 20th century, a few ethnographic monographs

on individual castes and sects were published (G. W. Briggs on the Chamar in1920,

N. A. Toothi on the Vaishnavas of Gujarat in 1935). W. H. Wiser’s study of The

Hindu Jajmani System (1935) deals with a detailed quantitative account of

occupational specialisation and patron-client reciprocity among the various castes

in a particular north Indian village. Among the pioneer scholars of the 19th and

early 20th centuries, mention may be made of Karl Marx (stability of caste system

on the basis of the Asiatic mode of production), H. J. S. Maine (caste as an

example of non-contractual status society), E. Senart (caste as a system of

stratification based on purity of descent and purity of occupation), Max Weber,

C. Bougle, A. M. Hocart, etc., Indian scholars like J. N. Bhattacharya’s Hindu

Castes and Sects (1896), L. A. K. Iyer’s The Cochin Tribes and Castes (1909-

12), G. H. Desais’s A Glossary of Castes, Tribes and Races in the Baroda State

(1912) and Iyer and Nanjundaiah’s The Mysore Tribes and Castes (1928-35). G.

S. Ghurye’s, Caste and Race in India (1928-35).

In 1949, N. K. Bose published a Bengali book entitled Hindu Samajer Gadan

(structure of the Hindu society) which deals with certain fundamental functional

issues of caste. One of the first attempts to study the caste organisation of a

region as a functioning system was made by M. N. Srinivas in his book Religion

and Society among the Coorgs of South India (1952). Between 1950 and 1955,

the focus of caste studies changed from speculations regarding its origins to the

intensive studies of the functioning of caste in the context of local communities.

The year 1955 marks the publication of India’s Villages (M. N. Srinivas, ed.),

Village India (M. Marriott, ed.) and Indian Village (S. C. Dube). F. G. Bailey

(1963b) has made a comprehensive study of the pattern of political participation

of the people of Orissa at the village, constituency and State level in the 1957

General Election. The role of caste and caste association in politics receives

detailed attention in this monograph. O. M. Lewis (1958) has written on the

inter-relationship between lineage, factions and politics in a north Indian village.

Jan Breman (1979) in his Patronage and Exploitation wrote on the changing

agrarian relations in South Gujarat. In 1994 he made a restudy of the same in his

work, Beyond Patronage and Exploitation. M. N. Srinivas’s concept of ‘Dominant

Caste’ (1959) has been widely used in the study of power relations at the village

level. The jajmani type of economic inter-relationship between the various castes

has received considerable attention. Mention may be made of T. Beidelman

(1959), E. Harper (1959), M. Orans (1968), H. Gould (1960), H. Orenstein (1962),

O. Lewis and V. Barnow (1956). Morris (1960), Lambert (1965), Gadgil (1959),

Milton Singer (1968) and others have paid some attention to the relevance of

caste in the study of labour commitment and business and industrial enterprise.
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with the study of changes in the local caste system generated by transferability

of land in the money market. Right from the very beginning, Western scholars

were attracted to Indian caste system as a unique system of social purity and

pollution. According to Max Weber (1958), caste essentially belonged to the

order of status stratification and this Weberian concept was used by Andre Bèteille

(1965) in his study of social stratification in a Tanjore village.

The most comprehensive treatise on the problem of hierarchy in the caste system

is L. Dumont’s monograph, Homo Hierarchicus: Essai sur le Systems des Caste

(1966). He builds up an ideal construct of “hierarchical” model of Indian

civilisation in opposition to equalitarian model of Western civilisation. Unlike

western tradition, Dumont feels Indian tradition distinguishes absolutely between

hierarchical status and power. Considerable work has been done in the field of

caste mobility in recent years. Main contributions in this field were made by

Srinivas, Rowe and Damle. Iravati Karve’s (1953) Kinship Organisation in India

is perhaps the most systematic study on caste as an arrangement of unilineal

descent groups. D. Pocock (1957) deals with the operation of inclusion and

exclusion principles in his study of the caste system of Central Gujarat. A. Mayer’s

(1960) monograph Caste and Kinship in Central India deals with the relationship

between extension of kinship ties, sub-castes and region. In M. Marriott’s (1960)

Caste Ranking and Community Structure in Five Regions of India and Pakistan,

the concept of elaboration in ranking is based on a notion of demographic factors

of ethnic diversity in social ecology. There are very few studies of caste in the

urban setting. However, Eileen D. Ross’ work (1961) on The Hindu Family in its

Urban Setting, O. M. Lynch (1969) on the politics of untouchability in the city

of Agra, N. K. Bose’s Calcutta: A Social Survey (1965) are some of the important

works. Among the important contributions towards the study of caste among

non-Hindus, mention may be made of N. K. Bose (1949, 1951), R. Gupta (1956),

G. Ansari (1960), Z. Ahmed (1962), I. P .Singh (1958), and others. In Aspects of

Caste in South India, Ceylon and North-West Pakistan (E. R. Leach, 1960),

caste has been reviewed among non-Hindus beyond India. N.K. Bose, Srinivas,

Robert Redfield, Iravati Karve and others concentrated on the study of castes as

local systems. Bailey (1960, 1961) presents a systematic interactional model for

considering the position of the tribe vis-à-vis caste as two ideal poles in a linear

continuum. Whereas the tribe is typically organised on the basis of segmentary

solidarity, the caste system is based on organic solidarity. Similar examinations

were made by Sinha on the ethnographic materials from Barabhum and Bastar

and H.N. Banerjee (1969) among the Kora of Barabhum. G.P. Steed’s (1955)

article on personality formation in a Gujarat village initiated a number of studies

(Carstairs, 1957) and M. Leigh and Hitchcock, (1966) on the impact of caste

system on the formation of personality. Srinivas’s (1966) Social Change in

Modern India, Yogendra Singh’s (2002) Modernization of Indian Tradition,

Mandelbaum’s (1972) Society in India, Kuppuswamy’s (1972) Social Change

in India and others have contributed towards analysis of Indian society with

reference to caste in recent times.

Activity

Try to separate the ethnographic works of Indian anthropologists from

the rest and arrange them chronologically.
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3.2 THEORETICAL PART OF WHICH THE

ETHNOGRAPHY Caste in the Economic Frontier:

A Village in Highland Orissa IS AN EXAMPLE

F.G. Bailey’s book on Bisipara is a significant contribution to the understanding

of the relationship between caste and land. In traditional India, land was not a

marketable commodity- it was inherited from the ancestors, or it was colonised,

or it was received as gift. In this Orissa village, Bailey describes a situation

where land comes to the market- it is sold by the upper caste and acquired by the

lower. This book contributes to the understanding of the dynamism of caste

system.

3.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE ETHNOGRAPHY

3.3.1 Intellectual Context

This book describes a village (known as Bisipara) in the remote hills of western

Orissa in a region which has been and still is a frontier. This region is called the

Kondmals. This book seeks to analyse the changes that have come about in the

internal organisation of this village as a result of the extension of the economic

and administrative frontier.

Bailey’s present study is concerned with the study of this village in Phulbani

District in Orissa in the eastern part of India. He was concerned with the changes

in the social structure of Bisipara as a result of the penetration of the mercantile

economy brought about by the British rule in India. In fact, he has succeeded in

describing the changes which have been brought about in the structure of Bisipara

society over a hundred years of British rule.

3.2.3 Fieldwork

Bailey’s study reflects the fact that he is studying the microcosm along with the

macrocosm. He is aware that he is not studying a ‘windowless monad’, to use

Srinivas’s words who contributed a forward to his book, but something that has

been all the time exposed to the influences emanating from the larger society.

Bailey conducted a lengthy fieldwork in Bisipara, employing the techniques of

participant observation and interview.

3.2.4 Analysis of Data

The book contains twelve chapters and is divided into three parts. The history

and present composition of the village is set out in the first part of the book. The

second part deals with the acquisition of wealth and the transfer of land in the

village. It describes the way in which land comes into the market and how the

new mercantile economy operates. The services and trading along with the

salaries, investment and management are dealt with in the economic history of

the village. The third part gives an outline of the change in the village’s political

organisation and the role of caste in the new economy.

Bailey begins by describing the economy of the peasants of Bisipara. He has

used the word ‘caste’ not in the sense of the four categories of Hinduism (varna),

but to translate the Oriya word jati which is an endogamous group dispersed
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Konds. The configuration of the Kondmals serves as a barrier to travel both into

and within the region and at the same time limits the amount of cultivable land

which could otherwise attract settlers. As a result of immigration from Boad in

the north by the Oriya colonists, the best cultivating sites were occupied by them.

Thus the distribution of land between the two groups in the Kondmals changed.

But the region continued its political and economic isolation from the plains,

both from the Ganjam plains to the south, and from Boad in the north, which

was relatively isolated from the rest of India. The region was opened to trade and

administration by the East India Company after 1803. Bisipara was colonised by

the Oriyas. They are Hindus divided into endogamous castes. These castes were

warrior, Boad Brahmin, barber, washerman, herdsman, Boad distiller and Boad

outcaste. They together formed an agricultural community. Another caste, Kond

Potters was added in the late eighteenth or early nineteenth century. The arrival

of the new administration brought the village within the ambit of the larger

economy of India and from this time a new process of change began. The method

by which the village as a whole exploited the material world altered. The

traditional economy rested on agriculture. Though wealth was largely derived

from the land, this was no longer the only source. There were also the profits of

trading and the work on behalf of the administration. The economy is now no

longer agricultural but also mercantile. The new economy led to the acquisition

of wealth by other means which led to the fragmentation of joint families. Constant

partitioning reduced the size of estates until some of them were sold out. Those

who made profits in the new economy purchased the land. In this way both

newcomers and the old have profited. But a tendency was noticed among the

Warrior caste-group, who formerly monopolised the land, to lose property in

favour of the other castes, particularly the two groups of Distillers and more

recently the Boad outcastes.

Reflection

Peasants are a class of primary producers within a society and they are

characterised by the presence of social classes and state formation.

Before 1855, the village consisted of a group of joint families of Warrior caste,

who owned the land, and their attendant service castes. Since 1859 there has

developed an extensive trade in primary products, particularly turmeric and

mohua, and a demand for such items as machine-cloth, kerosene, tea, sugar and

so on. Until 1920 there was a very profitable trade in alcoholic drink. As wealth

was accumulated through these mercantile sources, it was invested in land. Since

the environment sets a limit on the amount of land that can be brought under

cultivation and this limit was reached before 1850, someone had to lose land. In

the Kondmals, land came into the market through the combined action of the

system of inheritance and the pattern of consumption enjoined at certain crises

of life. The amount of land that comes into the market is the result of many

factors: a good or a bad harvest; the length of time between the crises afflicting

landowners; their possession of other forms of capital; their chances of getting

help from kinsperson; their incomes from sources other than land; and the size

of estates. Of course, there are other ways in which land enters the market.

Spectacular ruin has come to a few rich men through litigation or speculation or

ritual misfortune. But these are exceptional events. The common process is
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where unless fields are sold they cannot meet the costs of those crises which

occur in everyone’s lifetime. The expenses made to meet the crises are called

‘contingent’ and there was no way of meeting these expenses expect by selling

off the land. Land, which was earlier not a marketable commodity, became so.

Those original settlers who profited from the new economic opportunities

acquired very large estates which they were able to manage, because the old

system of master-client was replaced by a casual, temporary and a purely economic

wage relationship. Some men of the Warrior caste groups have profited from the

new economic opportunities and consolidated and improved their position as

landed proprietors. Men of many other castes have acquired small estates. But

the biggest gains went to the Distiller caste-groups, who profited from a monopoly

arising out of caste-beliefs and Government support. The trend has stopped about

1910 and since then land in increasing quantities has been going to the Boad

Outcastes. The redistribution of land has modified the political structure of the

village. At the same time the village was inducted into the larger political system

represented by the administration.

The structure of caste groups within Bisipara was underwritten by differential

control of productive resources, which amounted to the control of the village

land. But the economy in which Ganjam distillers operate is wider than this. It

covers a field in which caste is irrelevant and in which the juridical authority

rests with the Government. There is no need for them to seek accommodation

within the local structure of caste-groups. The combined pressures of economic

progress and barriers of untouchability have forced the Boad outcastes to become

citizens of the administration rather than the village. Hence, the entry of a traders’

frontier is modifying the structure of caste-groups in Bisipara. Caste itself is

unimpaired. Even the Ganjam Distillers and the Boad outcastes believe in caste

and observe the rules of endogamy and inter-dining. The solidarity of caste groups

has not decreased in any way. But there is a fundamental change in the local

structure. The politico-economic function is gradually weakening. The new

economy is widespread. Thus, untouchability and localisation are the two barriers

of the new economy. In recent times, the political functions of caste in Bisipara

are gradually taken over by the ultimate authority, the Government of India, as a

result of pressure of economic change.

3.3.5 Conclusion

The book concludes that in Bisipara the lower castes of distillers and those who

were below the line of purity were the main gainers of the land that shipped out

of the control of the upper castes. Once the distillers and the outcastes had acquired

land, they started claiming the upper caste status. The process of upward mobility,

what in Indian context is called sanskritisation, followed economic power.

3.4 HOW DOES THE ETHNOGRAPHY ADVANCE

OUR UNDERSTANDING

This work reflected the fact that Indian village is not an isolated system. It is

connected to the wider world. Changes emanate from the relations of a village

with the outside world. The erstwhile landowners lose their land over time. Land

is redistributed among different castes. The new landowners try to sanskritise

their rituals.
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3.5 THEORETICAL PART OF WHICH THE

ETHNOGRAPHY PATRONAGE AND

EXPLOITATION IS AN EXAMPLE

This book brings to the centrestage of anthropology the plights of the agricultural

labourers, which till then was the concern of the economists. Breman, the author

of this work, makes use of historical and anthropological data, thus, opening up

relationships between history and anthropology. Infact, this book is regarded as

an important contribution to historical anthropology.

3.6 DESCRIPTION OF THE ETHNOGRAPHY

3.6.1 Intellectual Context

This book by Breman is concerned with landowners and agricultural labourers

in the southern part of Gujarat. The relations between Anavil Brahmins, the

principal local landowners, and Dublas, a tribal caste of landless labourers, still

contain many elements of the form of service which existed in earlier times and

which is generally known as the hali system.

The author is concerned with understanding the changing agrarian relations in

the southern part of Gujarat. He highlights the hali system prevalent during the

last nineteenth century and of the changes which have occurred since then.

3.6.2 Fieldwork

The book is based on a combination of source studies and fieldwork reports.

Breman’s present study originated in a research project carried out by a group of

young Dutch scholars in southern Gujarat. He settled for several months among

the villagers to investigate the labour relationships among them. He therefore

followed the observation and interview technique. He definitely participated in

the daily activities of the villagers; like anthropologists in general, he also relied

upon the technique of participant observation, supplemented by various types of

interviews. Case study technique was also used. He even revisited the villages in

1971 to form an impression of what had happened in the meantime. His study

deserves special mention as Breman’s sociohistorical analysis has added a new

dimension (‘the diachronic’) to the way social change within Indian rural society

should be interpreted.

Reflection

Patronage is an institution connecting patrons and clients and its

purposes may include ritual, economic and political elements.

3.6.4 Analysis of Data

The book is divided into three parts. The first part is an introduction to the

relationships between landowners and agricultural labourers in the context of

the Jajmani system, the framework in which inter-caste relationships in the

traditional society were institutionalised. The second part deals with a brief

description of the country and people of south Gujarat followed by a summary

of the hali system as it was carried out during the last century in the region, and
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part which is actually the report of the investigation into the existing relationships

between landowners and agricultural labourers which he carried out in two south

Gujarat villages during 1962 and 1963.

Surat and Bulsar are the two districts which comprise the Indian regions of south

Gujarat in the present study. The presence of a high proportion of tribal elements

in the total population is the most important factor of the social structure. In the

plains of south Gujarat, caste system prevails and artisan and serving castes such

as goldsmiths, carpenters, potters, tailors, washermen, barbers and shoemakers

live in large villages. Mediator groups (such as Banias and Parsis) have settled

in towns and the Muslims lived in large and small towns of South Gujarat. The

larger part of the population in the plains is of the agrarian castes, among whom

Anavil Brahmans, Kanbis, Kolis, and Dublas are the most important. The Anavils

of South Gujarat are peasant Brahmans and do not fulfill any priestly functions.

They are subdivided into two status groups, the Desais and the Bhathelas, the

latter regarded as lower. The Kanbi Patels are the dominant element in the northern

plains of south Gujarat. Kolis form the largest caste of south Gujarat. Though

they are chiefly small farmers, they also work as sharecroppers, tenants, and

agricultural labourers for higher castes who own more land. The Dublas, whom

Gandhi used to call the halpati form about 10 percent of the total population of

the region. They are the agricultural labourers working for the landowning castes,

who employed them as bonded servants. The low placement of the Dublas in the

caste hierarchy parallels their weak economic position. Despite age-old contacts

with landlords of higher castes there are various tribal elements in the social

organisation and culture of the Dublas. Probably, their low standard of living has

prevented them from taking up the Sanskritic practices of the upper castes more

rapidly. However, there has developed a tendency among the Dublas to abstain

from meat and alcohol, take morning baths, and observe Hindu festivals. Earlier,

members of various agrarian, serving, and artisan castes in the plain of south

Gujarat mutually maintained Jajmani relations. In the network of exchange

relationships, locally called avat, the Anavil Brahmans occupied a central position

as the most important landowners and local power elite. Hali refers to a farm

servant who, with his family, was in the permanent employment of a landlord, a

dhaniamo. Most of the halis in the plains of south Gujarat were Dublas. It was

preeminently the Anavil Brahmans who employed halis. They were the dominant

caste in south Gujarat and hence the owners of the best and largest plots of land.

The hali system is especially identified with these two agrarian castes. The labour

demand is determined by considerations of a social nature which entail economic

consequences. A hali was in fact taken on primarily to replace the labour of the

master and the members of his household, not to enlarge the total effort by his

contribution. Halis were actually employed in times of prosperity, when a growing

number of Bhathelas could afford to withdraw wholly or in part from work on

land and leave the toil to their servants.

However, when the economic tide turned, the number of halis diminished, and

the masters were compelled once more to put their hands to the plough. It is this

alternation of extension and contraction of employment which suggests that the

farm servant was to a large extent engaged for social reasons. Though this process

tried to minimise the differences between the two Anavil categories, it was the

Desais who could afford a life of luxury. The Bhathelas were still condemned to

live and work as peasants. The word of the Anavils is law for the other castes.
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caste and those of the other castes as one of patronage while discussing the

Jajmani system. The esteem enjoyed by the jajman was apparent from the size

of his following. Landholding, chiefly concentrated in the dominant caste, was

of decisive importance because, in view of the unequal distribution of property

rights, it implied control of people. The Anavil Brahmans, as the dominant

landowners, regulated the agrarian produce in South Gujarat. They aimed at

fulfillment of material needs of all. At that time, the Dubla halis were objects in

the endeavour of the members of the dominant caste to acquire more power and

esteem, not subjects in a surplus oriented market-economy. An important factor

in this process was the effort of the Bhathelas to attain the same position as the

Desais partly by taking halis into their employment, which enabled them to imitate

the life style of the higher status group. On the basis of all these considerations it

can be concluded that servitude in south Gujarat during the nineteenth century

was essentially a form of free labour that was complicated and mitigated by a

relationship of patronage.

From the beginning of the twentieth century, there was increasing friction between

masters and servants which led to a gradual decline of the hali system. The

disintegration of the hali system can undoubtedly be interpreted in various ways.

According to some authors, the Anavils’ inability or unwillingness to take farm

servants into their employment is one reason. Then there are others who attribute

it to the Dublas, who against the will of the landlords, withdrew from the

traditional service relation. The attitude of the colonial government towards the

hali system was also influenced to some extent by the pressure exerted by the

independence movement. Gandhi was one of the first national leaders to condemn

halipratha vociferously. He repeatedly declared that a struggle against colonial

suppression was justified only if it put an end to lack of freedom in indigenous

society, such as was suffered by the Dubla halis. Partly in consequence of the

Gandhian social movement, halis no longer acquiesced in bad treatment, but left

their masters for good. Increased contacts with the towns and the possibility of

finding work outside agriculture, if desired has made for a more independent

attitude among agricultural workers. Whether the factors are economic or socio-

political, they portray the disintegration of the hali system —a changeover from

the bondage of servitude to the freedom of the day-labourers’ existence. The

patron-client dimension in the relationship between landlord and agricultural

labourer has lost much of its importance since the beginning of the 20th century.

According to F.G. Bailey and M.N. Srinivas, the elements of patronage ceased to

exist when traditional services in the villages fell into disfavour with the rise of

a market economy. The vertical pattern of relationships, characteristics of

traditional situation was replaced by mutually antagonistic attitudes. Landowners,

on the one hand, and agricultural labourers, on the other, have become parties

with conflicting interests, and contacts between them increasingly reflect that

situation. Improved communication with the outside world, along with increasing

production for the market, resulted in an enlargement of scale that put an end to

the more or less closed order of the traditional rural community.

Reflection

Sanskritisation is the process by which a “low” Hindu caste, or tribal or

other group, changes its customs, ritual, ideology, and way of life in the

direction of a high, and frequently, “twice-born” caste.
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in South Gujarat, the author selected two villages, Chikhligam and Gandevigam.

The Anavils and Dublas are the leading landowners and agricultural labourers

respectively. Gandevigam is Bhathela dominated villages whereas Chikhligam

is dominated by the Desais. In Chikhligam, increasing numbers of both Anavil

Brahmans and Dublas have found work outside the village. Whereas in

Gandevigam, agriculture has remained the main source of income for a large

majority of the population. Thus, at times, the Anavils of Gandevigam use their

influence on the Dublas to obstruct any efforts of their labourers to find work

outside the village. On the other hand, in Chikhligam, where the members of the

dominant caste have changed their way of life, prefer urban occupations, and are

not actively involved in agriculture, there was lack of employment for agricultural

labourers. As a consequence, many of the Dublas were pushed out of the local

economy. The changed attitude of the Anavils led to depersonalisation of their

relationships with the agricultural labourers. The possibility of selling an

increasing proportion of the agrarian output on the market led to

commercialisation of the relationships between landlords and agricultural

labourers. The patron-client relationship has not disappeared but the locus of

patronage has shifted to a supralocal level and it is chiefly economic or political

in nature. The green revolution, a programme of measures in the field of

agricultural economy and technology has enhanced the labour-intensity per land

unit. There are indications which however state that green revolution has widened

the gap between landowners and landless labourers in rural areas.

Breman even reexamined his findings by spending a brief period in one of the

villages (Valodgam) in Surat district. He found that the pattern of relationships

between landlords and agricultural labourers has changed in Valodgam in the

same way as that he had found in the other two villages. When he revisited the

villages in the summer of 1971, he found that there was increased differentiation

both regionally and socially. As a result of the New Agrarian Strategy launched

by the government in the late 1960s, the large farmers profited. In both Chikligam

and Gandevigam the hegemony of the Anavils is undiminished. But he noticed

the deplorable condition of the Dublas resulting from a lack of sufficient and

continuous employment. The halpati seva sangh, an organisation which tries to

adapt the Dublas to the existing social system, maintained close ties with the

government party. Members of the landowning castes are amply represented

among the leaders of the halpati seva sangh. The local cadres consisting mostly

of Dublas are just like pawns in the hands of the powerful people. The author

intends to instill the awareness of unity among the villagers. Class feeling is

present though the labourers do not have the courage to display them. Exploitation

is heavy and the labourers’ situation is pathetic and confused. Complete bondage

to a simple landlord has been replaced by partial dependence on farmers,

shopkeepers, government functionaries and politicians presenting themselves as

social workers.

Activity

How would you relate the background of the above studies to the

present situation?
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Anthropologists studying villages often thought that caste was the main organ of

the village. Thus, caste was studied in exclusion of every other thing. Breman

studies servitude and exploitation from the perspective of political economy.

The book shows the process of capitalist growth and its impact on agricultural

labourers.

3.7 HOW DOES THE ETHNOGRAPHY ADVANCE

OUR UNDERSTANDING

This book opens avenue for historical anthropological work. It describes the

nature of bondage and servitude and its gradual decline in south Gujarat. The

focus of the book is on the institution of halpati, a system which kept in bondage

agricultural labourers Anavil Brahmins. The book evaluated the impact of changes

(such as, with the spread of the market, commercialisation of agriculture, growing

urbanisation and expansion of educational opportunities) on the lives of the

people. The system, Breman showed, crumbled because the landlords decided

to move outside it.

3.8 SUMMARY

After reviewing the above two monographs, certain themes emerge that need to

be discussed. They are as follows: Sanskritisation, socio-economic dynamics,

dominant caste, tribe-caste-peasant continuum and patron-client relationship.

Sanskritisation: In Bailey’s study the Boad Outcastes demanded later on to be

called Harijans rather than Outcastes. They decided to abstain from drink, meat

and fish, and not to trade in cattle hides. They decided not to touch dead cattle

nor eat beef. This attempt of the Outcastes to improve their status is common in

India. Similarly Jan Breman also points out that the Dublas in later period tried

to abstain from meat and alcohol, to take morning baths, and to observe Hindu

festivals. They tried to conform to the behaviour of higher social strata. One of

the major conclusions is that when a caste becomes economically powerful it

tries to claim a high ritual status. However, this process of sanskritisation did not

help the castes below the line of purity.

Socio-economic change: An element of socio-economic change is visible in

both the studies. In Bailey’s work in Bisipara, it is noticed that the earlier

productive resources were allotted to caste. But the new economy is widespread

and demands social mobility. At present, the productive resources are under the

control of the Government of India. Similar is the case with Breman’s work in

South Gujarat. The disintegration of the hali system itself signifies the

disappearance of patronage. Weber had studied a similar shift in the relationship

between landlords and agricultural labourers in eastern Germany in the late 19th

century and found that farm servants in their turn began to resist their continuing

servitude. This applies to the Dublas in South Gujarat also.

Dominant Caste: The concept of dominant caste is relevant in both the

monographs. In Bailey’s monograph the Warrior Castes and in Breman’s

monograph the Anavil Brahmins are the dominant castes.
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Reflection

The concept of dominant caste, as given by Srinivas from his study of

a Karnataka village, implies that when a caste controls the means of

production, it also tends to exercise decisive political influence over

others in the village community. In some areas, the members of the

dominant caste are also numerically predominant and enjoy a higher

ritual status. In fact, they were the first to seek the advantages of the

western education and move into the professions that came along with

the westernisation of the country.

Tribe-caste-peasant continuum: The two monographs also throw some light

on the tribe-caste-peasant continuum process. In Breman’s work, the Dublas

were originally classified as a “scheduled tribe”. But since 1911 their religion

was stated as Hindu, they began to cremate the dead, observe the fasts and festivals

of the Hindu calendar and are now placed below the artisans and above the

impure castes in the hierarchy. Similar is the case with Bailey’s study in Bisipara.

The Boad outcastes gradually began to acquire wealth and invest in land, thus

becoming part of the peasant economy.

Patron-client relationship: Breman focused his study on the relationship

between the landlords and agricultural labourers which he termed patronage.

During the end of the 19th century this patron-client relationship weakened and

jajmans and kamins (the members of the serving occupational caste) came to

regard each other as employers and employees. In 1994, Breman published Beyond

Patronage and Exploitation with an extensive new section, ‘Dynamics of

Poverty’, which grew out of the author’s return to the field after a period of thirty

years. It is rare to have a longitudinal study of the same society for such a long

period of time.

Both Bailey and Breman have studied as objectively as possible the phenomenon

of caste which is of paramount importance in Indian society. But perhaps the

views of the two authors cannot be considered as outsiders’ view of the phenomena

(etic) for the studies convincingly bring forth many of the nuances of the insiders’

view points (emic) of the subject of study. In both the works, caste system has

been depicted as one composed of ranked groups. The groups are interdependent.

Each caste group needs the services or goods provided by others. The higher,

privileged groups regard social order as static whereas the lower ones strive to

improve their status. Caste continues to be the principal unit of endogamy, and

an important vehicle for social mobility. The earlier Jajmani relations have now

been curtailed to a great extent. But the lowest in the caste hierarchy always

remain poor. However, opportunities to improve one’s economic condition are

now more open than they were before Independence. Moreover, these

ethnographic works serve as important contributions to the field of rural

development and are instrumental for formulating developmental policies in

countries like India.
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Sample Questions

1) Mention the common characteristics of caste from the above discussed

monographs.

2) What are the main themes that F.G. Bailey focused in his Caste and the

Economic Frontier?

3) Do you think Jan Breman laid emphasis on the Jajmani system while

explaining the relationship between landowners and labourers in his

Patronage and Exploitation? Give reasons for your answer.

4) Try to compare the two ethnographic studies and find out the common

themes.


